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FOREWORD 

In this thesis I will often speak of players, gamers, participants and the like in the grammatical 

masculine form, yet I still include female players, gamers, participants etc. I just don’t 

separately mention all the she’s for clarities sake. Please just keep in mind that women and 

girls play videogames too, have opinions about them and I just abstain from separately 

mentioning them. This thesis is in APA standard Format and therefore the text will include a 

lot of references in brackets. Constant his/her he/she constructions would overcomplicate the 

text and harm the reading-flow. 

 

ABSTRACT 

In this thesis I explore the circumstance of MMORPGs losing subscribers. I suspect that they 

stop playing because of three intertwined and connected reasons 

1. Wrong product placement 

2. Only acquisition marketing 

3. Not enough knowledge about the customers 

A survey showed that players stop playing because MMORPGs stop being fun and start 

getting boring from a certain point on. Gamers who took part in the survey named their 

individual reasons why the game became unfunny and boring. On the basis of these individual 

complaints I have divided the gamers who quit into eight categories and suggest a retention 

marketing that individualises the player experience accordingly.  

KEYWORDS 

MMORPGs; Retention; Marketing; Player Motivations; Quitting reasons; Subscriber loss 
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1. Introduction 

Centuries ago, when entertainment was still called jugglery, people had to walk into town to 

get some of it. Later royals had their own theatre and much later, there were movietheaters in 

towns for everyone. In the middle of the 20th century, TV overtook the entertainment market 

and changed how people perceived entertainment. Nowadays entertainment is no longer an 

event where the whole family journeys into town, it is a mere pass-time and belongs to 

everyday necessities. Obviously every company in the entertainment industry is always 

looking for new variations to get customers to enjoy their product, talk about and recommend 

it. Videogames are the TV of the future (Freyermuth 2015, Bogost 2015). Meaning, they will 

revolutionise the perception of media and entertainment in the way TV has (Freyermuth 

2015). While print-, video- and audiomedia is receptive games are interactive. The player can 

actually decide which way to go and what to look at, inside the game limits, of course. 

Certainly the amount of choices varies from game to game, Tetris has fewer choices than 

World of Warcraft. Among others Freyermuth (2015), Beil et al. (2015), Friedrich (2015), 

Bogost (2015), Zimmermann (2015), Wang et al. (2009), Rigby et al (2010) and Park (2011) 

believe that people of the future will be entertained in an interactive way rather than a 

receptive, via videogames. 

Everyone born in the 1970’s or later grew up with videogames. Yet in the 1980’s nobody 

would have imagined, that this hobby of young male technophiles would emerge into a 

dominant valuable entertainment medium (Rigby et al 2010). Observing people who were 

born between 1980 and 1990 the curiosity towards videogames is inevitable. They were born 

in a time were videogames developed and became a constant part of the lives of many. About 

ten years ago, I noticed how the videogame adaption practically exploded with the 

introduction of Blizzards World of Warcraft the most popular and fastest growing MMORPG 

(Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing-Game) of this decade (Pontzen 2008). All my 

friends, acquaintances and even my family were busy with it. There were commercials on TV 

and posters in town. But as omnipresent as World of Warcraft appeared to be for the duration 

of three years, it vanished as sudden as it appeared. No more TV commercials, no more 

posters, nobody talking about it anymore. This could be due to the fact that society has just 

gotten used to the existence of MMORPGs as a valid pastime for everyone. But as I 

interviewed the people who admitted to be addicted to World of Warcraft a different suspicion 

grew: Gamers became upset. Blizzard was constantly changing the mechanics. They nerfed 
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and buffed1 the “wrong” classes and races, took out features that appealed to the players and 

overall the fanservice got weaker. To be fair, not all players had these kinds of issues and 

World of Warcraft is still played by millions. But it is suspicious that so many appeared to 

have quit around the same time. Funny enough, this problem isn’t unique to Blizzard and 

World of Warcraft as a programmer of CCP Games confirmed when I interviewed him. 

Observing the industry over the last 15 years, I got the impression that all gamecompanies and 

all games lose subscribers from a certain point on. Taking the gamers’ complaints into 

consideration, the first and most obvious idea that crossed my mind was: Companies start 

making mistakes from a certain point on and therefore lose their customers. Like Nintendo, 

who completely changed the targeting to families and people who play casually (Osterwalder 

2007), which worked well in the beginning. This change of targetgroup generated a lot of 

value, because there are way more people who don’t excessively play. But soon Nintendo had 

to go back to the ‘real’ gamers, because casual gamers only buy few games and spend the 

money only once. They don’t wait for the new console or rush to the store to buy the follow 

up of their favourite game. Casual gamers are satisfied with little and don’t want to be 

challenged by the game (Lepine 2014). The valuable gamers are those who consider 

videogames their main hobby and spend a lot of time with and a lot of money on them as 

anyone with a hobby does. That, again makes it all the more mysterious that so many gamers 

just stop playing their favourite game. Manghillis (2009) says it is the attrition that wears 

down the loyalty. Companies develop a game and try to keep it up to the newest technological 

standard, they put up new content and get rid of what nobody (or only few) uses, to keep the 

game fast and players happy. The gamers however react sensitive to changes and quit the 

game. It looks like the very process of keeping the game interesting is what drives players 

away. This paradox is one thing am exploring in this thesis. I want to find out the exact 

reasons why gamers stop playing a MMORPG and why gamecompanies don’t realise their 

customers’ dissatisfaction before they quit. The next thing I am exploring is the lack of 

retention marketing in MMORPGs. I have played some MMORPGs myself and the company 

never tried to make me a happy, loyal customer. This experience is not unique to me, all 

gamers I have talked to or read comments from in forums have this problem. Gamecompanies 

only seem to care about them, when they sell another add-on. Overall MMORPGs are not 

marketed like a long-time subscription product. They are handled like a one-time purchase 

with sequels and the marketing tools that are used, are for awareness and recruiting. Which 

                                                           

1
 Nerf: To change the abilities to weaken a character. Eg decrease damage output or increase cooldown. In 

opposite to Buff: To change the abilities to strengthen a character. 
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upsets the players again, most of them might not want to be recruited to a game they already 

play. So in the end I’ll use the information I gathered during the exploration to develop a 

guideline that allows gamecompanies to keep their customers loyal and happy for a longer 

period of time.  

 

2. Literature Review 

There is a general lack of sources that tackle customer retention in MMORPGs. Only 

McClelland (2007) puts these two phrases into one study. He wanted to learn from 

MMOPRGs and implement their methods into customer relationship management. He thought 

the addictive factor MMORPGs have is a great way to make customers loyal. So he regarded 

the topic from the exact opposite perspective than this thesis. While he wanted to learn from 

MMORPGs I want to improve their retention and learn from others how to keep gamers loyal. 

2.1. Literature on Gamer Behaviour 

2.1.1. Gamer Motivations 

Yee (2002) conducted a research on motivations to play MMORPGs. Later that study was 

updated by himself (Yee 2006). He based it on Bartels’ (1996) study of motivations to play on 

Multi User Dungeons2 (MUDs). Bartle (1996) analysed the motivations of MUDs users and 

formulated the theory that each player belongs into one of four groups. Players are either 

Killers, Achievers, Explorers or Socialisers. He also described how the sizes of the groups 

impact each other. If the number of Achievers rises, for example, the number of Killers will 

rise too, while an increase in number of Killers will decrease the amount of Achievers. Yee 

(2006) criticises Bartles’ (1996) player types, he thinks, every player can belong in more than 

one group or even into all four of them. Yee (2006) alternates and expands Batles’ (1996) 

model and developd a new model of player motivations. Yee (2006) said that players search 

for one or more of five different variations of entertainment or even fulfilment: Achievement, 

Relationship, Immersion, Escapism or Manipulation. Yee (2006) also analysed some 

demographics of gamers and mentions that the average gamer is 26 years old and spends 

about 22 hours per week playing, which contrasts the common societal perception that 

                                                           
2 The predecessor of MMORPGs. Basically a forum with various chatrooms that are created for roleplaying. 
Everything is in text only and therefore the technical requirements are low. 
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videogames are a pass time event for adolescents (Yee 2006, Sims 2015). In an earlier study 

Yee (2004) mentioned attrition and found out, that it correlates with age and gender. Young 

men are bored faster than older women. He adds that in general women start playing later than 

men so they  are older to begin with and tend to be loyal to their in-game social community, 

rather than to the game itself (Yee 2004).  

Chang et al (2008) have conducted a follow-up research to Yees Player Motivations. They 

actually included factors that influence gamer loyalty. They found out that MMORPGs aren’t 

only platforms to play but also to satisfy social needs. Their results agreed with Yees (2006), 

that players have a tendency to be more loyal to the social community not to the game. 

Players also stay more loyal to a MMORPG they perceive as enjoyable. In relation with 

cohesion and reputation, Chang et al (2008) found out, that fun becomes irrelevant. So 

cohesion and reputation are more important than the enjoyability of a MMORPG (Chang et al 

2008). Gamers don’t only play to enjoy themselves, there are also social and emotional 

factors involved. As the social factor greatly affects loyalty, Chang et al (2008) suggested that 

it shan’t be ignored but rather used. Developers could host more social events to enhance the 

effect of that factor (Chang et al 2008). Wang et al (2009) explained, that the enjoyability of a 

game depends on different factors at three levels: The basic level is represented by a quick 

gameplay and immediate feedback loops that give the player a feeling of effectiveness. The 

intermediate level involves the players intrinsic motivations (eg curiosity) and rewards him by 

satisfying his excitement and giving him a feeling of relief by increasing his self-esteem. The 

most complex level of enjoyability describes the event in which the player completely and 

actively engages with the world and story and gets to experience the alternative reality. 

2.1.2. Psychology and Sociology of Gamers 

Gamer behaviour overall is more researched in psychology or sociology. These sources, 

however care about isolation, addiction and violence most. They mainly examine the relation 

between games and anxiety (e.g. Pontes et al 2014), games and violence (e.g. Gentile et al 

2016; Lang 2012; Kuss 2012), how a game can change an opinion (e.g. Jacobs 2016), 

emotional attachment or even addiction to the game or its content (e.g. Barnett et al 2010; 

Bowman et al 2012; Coulson et al 2012; Konjin et al 2007), and on how the virtual 

community effects the gamer (eg. Ayoub 2016; Herodotou 2010; Utz et al 2012; Ross 2012). 

Przybylski (2014) even conducted a study on the demographics of those who believe that 

videogames cause violence.  
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2.1.3. Game Studies 

There is a new scientific discipline developing, called ‘Game Studies’ (Zimmermann 2015, 

Beil et al 2015). Zimmermann (2015) explained that scientists in this field originate from 

literature, film, media science, education science, communication or computer science. He 

didn’t mention business. Which explains the lack of marketing related books in this field. 

While, Yu (2010), Mukherjee (2015) and Inderst and Just (2013) cared to describe the worlds 

of games and how immersion and ludism vs narrativism looks like, Beil et al. (2015) already 

declared ludism vs narrativism as ‘old news’ and cared about the fun factor, which is also 

analysed by Wang et al. (2009), Chang et al (2008) and Yee (2006). 

2.2. Literature on Customer Retention 

While it was difficult to find literature and journals on customer retention in MMORPGs it 

was very easy to find a variety of books and articles on customer retention itself. There are 

two main theories about how to retain customers. One relies on methods of customer 

relationship management (CRM). This means retaining the customer through building a 

relationship with customers and maintaining it, so the customer is loyal and will repurchase. 

As this process needs a lot of resources, scholars suggest to divide customers into valuable 

and non-valuable. CRM methods are then applied to the valuable customers. This is the most 

researched and most common theory. Armstrong et al (2002), Bergeron (2002), Gawlik et al 

(2002), Kotler et al (2002), Hippner and Hulbrich (2011), Blum (2014), Becker and 

Daschmann (2016) and many more support customer relationship management and the idea of 

beneficial relationships with valuable customers. 

The second theory focuses on the product and its properties. Instead of building a relationship 

with predefined valuable customers Uncles et al (2003) counter argued that there is low to no 

scientific evidence, that relationships with valuable customers actually create value. Neither 

does satisfaction indicate a second purchase (East et al 2006, Uncles et al 2003). East et al 

(2006) added that customer retention isn’t the only marketing tool to create value and 

acquisition is just as valuable and should get more attention especially in markets that haven’t 

matured yet. Kumar (2004) ignored these critiques and wrote a whole book on using customer 

loyalty as the basic solution for creating more value from the same customer over years. 

Overall the customer loyalty issue is mainly discussed for retail. Reichelt and Schefter (2000) 

analysed successful e-loyalty strategies of leading internet companies, but they too, looked at 

companies that ultimately sell real life goods. 
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3. Customer Retention 

Overall scholars agree that customer retention is the process of maintaining an active 

relationship with the customers of a company, which ultimately leads to repurchase (Bergeron 

2002, Blum 2014, Gawlik et al.2002, Kotler et al 2002, Becker and Daschmann 2016, 

Hippner and Hulbrich 2011, Armstrong et al 2002). Bergeron (2002) thinks, that there is 

mutual benefit in a good customer relationship. Gawlik et al (2002) added that a happy 

customer is one whoms expectations have been succeeded after the purchase. A happy 

customer doesn’t feel uncertain after the purchase, because deciding for one brand, means 

deciding against all other brands (Kotler et al 2002). This circumstance is called cognitive 

dissonance. The smaller this level of uncertainty, the higher the chances, that a customer will 

make the same brand decision in the future, without feeling uncomfortable (Gawlik et al 

2002). The most successful companies, are those who are obsessed with customer satisfaction 

and try their best to be as close to their customers as possible (Gawlik et al 2002). Because 

how satisfied a customer is, has a direct impact on future purchase decisions and therefore on 

loyalty (Gawlik et al 2002). Becker and Daschmann (2016) emphasize, that satisfaction isn’t 

enough. A customer should become a fan. Because a fan will brag about the brand and 

recommend it, which a satisfied customer wouldn’t necessarily do (Becker and Daschmann 

2016). Good customer retention doesn’t only retain current customers and has the potential to 

create fans, it also attracts new customers (Bergeron 2002). So investing in customer retention 

is sensible, as attracting new customers separately also is more expensive, than retaining the 

current ones (Kotler et al. 2002).  

Becker and Daschmann (2016) share the basic idea, but point out, that there is a huge 

difference between customer satisfaction and customer retention and put a highlight on 

emotional connections between brand and customer. Blum (2014) mentions that a relationship 

management has to be systematic and done by the ‘right’ person. Each company should have 

a customer relationship department that should employ customer relationship managers only. 

3.1. Online Customer Retention  

For online customer behaviour Fishbein and Ajzens theory of reasoned action applies 

(Hansen et al 2004). Meaning the purchase decision isn’t only dependent on the wish of the 
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consumer to possess a certain good, but also on the reputation of that product (Fishbein and 

Ajzen 1977). 

The near absence of switching costs and the massive amount of global competition, price- and 

quality-wise give reason to suggest, that online-customers are not loyal, just because their 

medium of choice makes it so easy to compare and switch (Bergeron 2002). But this is a 

misconception, online customers are just as loyal as everyone else (Reichelt and Schefter 

2002). They seek convenience above all else. So much that they develop a routine in buying 

from that one supplier they already know and trust, before going through the trouble of 

finding a new trustworthy supplier (Reichelt and Schefter 2002).  

So overall online customer retention isn’t different from regular customer retention, only 

much faster and depending on more technical knowledge (Uncles et al 2003, Singh et al 2008, 

Manghillis 2009, Reichelt and Schefter 2002). 

  

3.2. Methods for Customer Retention 

When it comes to retention, there are various methods, all being very complex and needing a 

lot of data about the customers. 

Blum (2014) has broken down these methods into five descriptive categories. 

1. Local retention 

Customers stay loyal to the brand because of its actual location or positioning. 

2. Contract retention 

A customer stays loyal to the company, because of a contract. 

3. Economic retention 

Pricing and value merits are economic ways of keeping customers loyal. 

4. Technical retention 

By being compatible with more technical circumstances or by leading in innovation 

5. Emotional retention 

Because of brand image, high trust, personal relationships (with employees too) or 

customer satisfaction 

Depending on the product and its brand image some of these five variations make more sense 

than others. But in general, all of them should be taken into consideration when writing a 

retention management plan (Blum 2014).  
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Kumar and Shah (2004) suggest a loyalty program that works with Tier 1 and Tier 2 rewards. 

Tier 1 rewards are accessible to everyone and are meant to create loyalty. An example would 

be a membershipcard with a point collection system. This method doesn’t only reward the 

customer but also allows the retailer to collect data on purchases. Tier 2 rewards are for the 

valuable customers only. Kumar and Shah (2004) emphasize that this is highly dependent on 

the customer, his preferences and the industry. They are meant to influence the valuable 

customers’ future behaviour and support his and the companies goals equally.  

As online customers need trust before they become loyal (Reichelt and Schefter 2002), an 

obvious data collection, such as a membership isn’t necessarily the best idea (Bergeron 2002, 

Uncles et al 2003). Online customers are not stupid and know that their data is being 

collected, so they tend to be reluctant with giving away even more information (Bergeron 

2002). Finally the loyalty program has to adjust to the customers brand loyalty behaviour 

(Uncles et al 2003) and cater to his level of price sensitivity (Singh et al 2008). This is 

especially important as online customers are very price sensitive (Bergeron 2002). 

Another customer relationship management approach is using the data that already gets 

collected to estimate the customers’ wishes and behaviour to surprise them with proactive 

suggestions for future purchases or events (Manghillis 2009). For a proactive approach 

Bergerons (2002) loyalty parameters can be used. He says that value of the reward, the 

customers’ investment (not only money but also time and opportunity costs) in the product, 

the difficulty in location alternatives and a positive emotional bond all increase the loyalty. 

 

East et al (2006) suggest a much less abstract approach. Just make sure the product is exactly 

what the customer needs and wants. That will keep him loyal and increase his trust for the 

company. This does involve a lot of data collection and communication too, but the process of 

categorising customers in valuable and non-valuable is not necessary (East et al 2006). Also 

sometimes customers don’t want a sustainable, mutual beneficial relationship with a 

company, they want a product. And when the lifecycle of that product has ended they want a 

similar product, so they can be considered a new customer and be recruited rather than 

retained (East et al 2006). 

 

4. Videogames 

Mukherjee (2015) defines videogames as “systems in which players engage in an artificial 

conflict defined by rules that results in a quantifiable outcome”. So a game needs a conflict 
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and rules. The rules could also be understood as the control commands and the limitations of 

the in-game-world though. These limits are ultimately defined by the design goal, just as the 

type of game is. The design goal is set before developing the game. It is the idea behind the 

game that developers present in their pitch to the people who are supposed to fund the game. 

It is later used in marketing to advertise the game, so the design goal is basically the games 

identity. And it defines the limits the virtual world will force on the player (Jacobs 2016). A 

design goal can be the intention to send the player on a journey, or make him learn something, 

make him feel frustrated, hunt quests or even just make him spend as much money as possible 

before quitting. The developers decide on the design goal for their game and program it 

accordingly.  

The one thing that makes games, all games, not only MMORPGs a special product is a 

phenomenon, that psychologists call ‘immersion’. It means that the user is completely 

absorbed by the medium and forgets about reality and the real world around him for as long as 

he is playing (Freyermuth 2015). Immersion can appear while reading a good book or 

watching a great movie too, but the interactive nature of games makes it a lot easier to get lost 

in it. How much a player forgets the world outside the game depends on the level of 

immersion the higher the level, the more he forgets (Yu 2010). Immersion is one of the main 

factors that make games addictive (Wang et al 2009). 

Presently the categorisation of games and genres is subject to discussion (Bogost 2015). 

Therefore I define four classes of videogames for this thesis: Simple singleplayer games, 

complex singleplayer games, MOBAs (Multiplayer Online Battle Arenas) and MMORPGs. 

These categories are based on the amount of learning a player has to put into the game, before 

he can actually play and on the nature of the game itself.  

Simple singleplayer games (eg. Farmville or Tetris) are easy to learn and can be played after a 

very short tutorial. They don’t need a lot of skill to be played and are usually attractive to the 

masses (Bogost 2015).  

Complex singleplayer games (eg Fallout, The Witcher) have more difficult controls, more 

story and complex NPCs3. These can be monsters, companions or just a background character 

who sings for example to create an atmosphere. 

                                                           
3 NPC- Non Player Character. These are the virtual persons inside a game which are programmed to attack or 
have a problem or similar to give the player a reason to act. 
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MOBAs are designed to play versus other players only, in teams with fixed sizes. A MOBA 

has no questline and NPCs are only for practice. The main purpose of a MOBA is the 

competition. Famous MOBAs are League of Legends and Team Fortress. 

MMORPGs have complex controls, story and NPCs as well and on top of that there is a 

massive amount of other players to interact with. They cannot be played without internet 

connection. Inside a MMORPG a player can play with other players against the engine (PvE) 

or even against other players (PvP). Famous MMORPGs are World of Warcraft and EVE 

Online. 

Apart from a MOBA, all of these games can be played without others and don’t necessarily 

need a social community. But most of them provide the possibility to be played with others.  

Each of these four gamecategories has a bunch of subcategories. For example MMOFPS 

which stands for Massively Multiplayer Online First Person Shooter. To decide whether an 

MMOFPS belongs into the MOBA or the MMORPG category, one has to look closer at the 

game. Does it have a questline? If so, it is a MMORPG, if not, it is a MOBA. Most games that 

belong into subcategories can be assigned to more than one larger category, as there are many 

arguments that support an MMOFPS to be a MOBA as well. The categorisation into genres is 

an actively discussed topic inside game studies because it is very difficult (Beil et al 2015). 

 

5. MMORPGs 

MMORPGs provide a mixture of fun, challenge and social interaction with people from 

around the world. Though there are technological boundaries to the around the world-factor. 

The more subscribers a game has, the more it gets divided into regional subcategories. Still, a 

player is able to comfortably sit at home and engage with someone via his computer. That was 

a novelty at the beginning of the millennia. It is becoming pretty common in the present 

(Freyermuth 2015). 

MMORPGs create value by selling the software itself, monthly costs of subscriptions and 

later with microtransactions4. Some games use either for value creation. Newer games offer 

                                                           

4
 Microtransactions are purchases of virtual items that can be used in the particular game only. Some are even 

limited to one character. But players pay real, non-virtual money for them. Some games allow to purchase virtual 
money with real money and the items are then bought with virtual money. Some games offer both. So a player 
can purchase virtual money and items with real money. 
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the game and the subscription for free and make their revenue with microtransactions and 

advertisements.  

MMORPGs have a very high potential to trigger immersion, because that is basically their 

design goal. The player is supposed to identify with his character and feel like an adventurer 

or a space ship captain, depending on the genre. He is meant to dive as deep into the virtual 

world as possible and lose himself in it (Freyermuth 2015).  

The main difference between MMORPGs and all other high involvement games is the virtual 

world. Yu (2010) defines the virtual world using six characteristics:  

1. Shared space 

Many users can communicate with each other at the same time and simultaneously 

exist in the virtual world. 

2. Graphic user interface 

The world is created with an engine and displayed by a computer. It is three 

dimensional and needs internet connection. 

3. Immediacy 

Interactions are immediate and in real time. 

4. Interactivity 

Users can change, develop or control content of the world. 

5. Persistence 

The virtual world exists, independent from the users’ participation and log-in status. 

6. Socialising 

Various social groups (teams, roommates, guilds, clubs etc) can and should be formed. 

5.1. The MMORPG-Industry and its Economic Value 

The videogame industry is often treated as a sub-category of the digital industry which does 

make sense from a product point of view. Videogames are software and therefore digital 

products. But from a consumer perspective, that doesn’t make complete sense. Because a 

software consumer isn’t necessarily a gamer. Everyone who uses a computer frequently uses 

software. So the overall software market is mainly B2B where software companies sell office 

software to office companies or animation software to film-studios etc.  

So the digital market can be divided in business and leisure. Videogames obviously belong to 

the leisure market section. But there are so called ‘serious games’ which are learning-games 
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or games for psychologic research, which do classify to be a game, but don’t belong into the 

leisure section of the digital market (Wang et al. 2009). Furthermore videogames connect 

technology with art. So they don’t only belong into the digital but also in the creative 

industry. With the ever improving and more dramatic cut scenes they have even become a 

substitute for the cinema (Rigby et al. 2010). 

Online games are one of the most rapidly growing industries (Park 2011). Experts in 2006 

predicted that the online gaming market would reach $13 billion by 2011. The industry has 

reached $15 billion in 2009 already (Park 2011). 

The trouble the gaming industry has as a digital and creative industry is that rapid 

development is necessary to secure marketshare. Marketing scholars are certain that strong 

brands and a good customer relationship can prevent consumer loss (Keller et al 2012). But 

the strongest brand in the computer game industry, which is Blizzard, who dominates the 

MMORPG market with World of Warcraft (Pontzen 2008) suffers a lot from customer loss. 

5.2. Gamers as Consumergroup 

Gamers as a consumer group are not very well researched. Psychology and social studies, as 

well as game studies agree, that gamers are tech savvy and in opposite to the majority of 

customers, they don’t mind learning (eg. Yee 2006; Freyermuth 2015; Beil et al 2015; 

Zimmermann 2015; Bogost 2015). Especially since games actually make the learning part of 

their product fun, with the tutorials and little story fragments (Wang et al 2009). That is the 

main advantage, games have. They are interactive and allow the player to experience the 

results of their decisions immediately. Also rewarding works perfect in interactive 

surroundings which also enhances the enjoyability of games. (Wang et al. 2009). Gamers use 

the game as a medium to have a time-out from the real world and its problems (Sims 2015). 

They enjoy the direct reward of the virtual world or use it to test various approaches to 

problems (Wang et al 2009). 

Bogost (2015) defines the gamer as a pioneer and an adventurer in a mysterious untamed 

world, which differentiates gamers from movie-fans who enjoy a tamed and well known 

world. He also mentions a difference between two types of gamers. His pioneers are gamers 

who regularly play high involvement games and are very annoyed by the other type of gamer, 

who plays games like Candy Crush or Farmville which are categorised as simple singleplayer 

games and are too easy for them. 
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In terms of motivation for gamers to play MMORPGs, Yee (2006) has worked out ten factors 

that are divided into three different categories: 

1. Achievement  

• Advancement: The desire to gain power, progress rapidly, and accumulate in-game 

symbols of wealth or status. 

• Mechanics: Having an interest in analysing the underlying rules and system in 

order to optimise character performance. 

• Competition: The desire to challenge and compete with others. 

2. Social 

• Socializing: Having an interest in helping and chatting with other players. 

• Relationship: The desire to form long-term meaningful relationships with others. 

• Teamwork: Deriving satisfaction from being part of a group effort. 

3. Immersion 

• Discovery: Finding and knowing things that most other players don’t know about. 

• Role-Playing: Creating a persona with a background story and interacting with 

other players to create an improvised story. 

• Customization: Having an interest in customizing the appearance of their 

character. 

• Escapism: Using the online environment to avoid thinking about real life 

problems. 

•  

The average gamer is 26 years old and spends 22 hours per week playing videogames. The 

majority of gamers are male, but this is slowly changing with more games targeted towards 

women (Yee 2006). Gamers overall don’t seem to be very loyal to one game, only 40% of 

new subscribers stay longer than two months (Chang et al 2008). Their loyalty is influenced 

by factors such as gameplay, game design, amount of social interaction and influences 

brought by society and the level of attrition (Chang et al 2008, Manghillis 2009). 

 

6. Methodology 

For this exploratory study I used observation, focusgroups and interviews apart from literature 

research. As I have always been interested in the computer game industry because my whole 

social community and parts of my family consists of gamers, I have followed trends and 
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developments for the last 15 years. From this long-term observation I have extracted the facts 

and suspicions that seemed to influence the consumer behaviour of gamers and conducted 

focusgroups to clarify these impressions and compare them with actual experiences of active 

gamers. The results of the focusgroups gave me enough information to formulate interview 

questions. I interviewed two gamers and one programmer of CCP games to validate my 

impressions and the focusgroup results. 

6.1 Pilot studies 

6.1.1. Focusgroups 

The focusgroups were divided into male and female groups and I made sure every participant 

in their respective groups had been playing the same MMORPG. Otherwise comparing their 

complaints and experiences wouldn’t make sense, as a different game always has different 

mechanics. Thus I had three focusgroups. Two male and one female group. The female group 

consisting of 4, one male group of 3 and the other male of 6 people. 

The female group was aged between 30 and 35. Education level-wise very diverse. One 

finished high school but has no professional degree, two finished an apprenticeship, while one 

has studied before, but stopped without university degree and the fourth has a higher 

education degree. All of them used to play Guild Wars 2.  

The larger male group was aged between 28 and 36, all except for one who finished an 

apprenticeship, with academic degree. They played World of Warcraft. 

The smaller male group played Elder Scrolls online, two of them with academic degree and 

one with an apprenticeship. 

Interesting was why they stopped playing. I made sure, every single one got a chance to tell 

me what they thought and their exact reasons for quitting. Furthermore I asked them about 

what the games did to keep them playing. From the results I formed guidelines for the 

interviews.  

6.1.2. Interviews 

Both of the gamer interviewees used to be highly involved in World of Warcraft until they 

quit. Afterwards they switched to Lord of the Rings Online and later to Guild Wars 2 before 

they quit that too. They have been looking for a new MMORPG to get as involved in ever 
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since. But also during the time they were highly involved in World of Warcraft, they had been 

playing different MMORPGs to see whether there is a better game out there. 

The CCP Games programmer has been working for the company for more than two years and 

was able to provide some insight into the MMORPG industry, especially from the perspective 

of EVE Online. 

6.1.3. More observations 

Finally I did research in MMORPG-forums. Many disappointed gamers who quit their 

favourite MMORPG wrote down their reasons andvothers took the opportunity to discuss or 

share their own displeasing experiences of the same game. Many reasons of disappointment 

quitting overlap. I compared them with my focusgroup and interview results to formulate the 

hypothesis. 

6.2. Main Study  

To analyse consumer behaviour a long-term observation is usually the best method. Change 

the current methods and see what happens for the duration of a year and then ask the 

consumers whether they are happy or not. Unfortunately I had neither time, nor resources for 

such an experiment. 

6.2.1. Survey 

However, I did have the time and resources for a survey. A survey is a great tool to grab 

perceptions and opinions. As I think MMORPG players are emotionally connected to their 

game and therefore sensitive to change I could use a survey to find out whether I am right. I 

care for opinions and the personal feelings of my respondents more than for actual numbers. 

Nevertheless I hope my findings may lead into more research on the field to gather valid 

results by experimental design. 

6.2.1.1. Finding respondents 

As I looked for people who have stopped playing MMORPGs, I had to do a lot of ‘spray and 

pray’ to reach them. The first thing that came to mind was a German webpage called Rocket 

Beans TV (rocketbeans.tv). It is a rather famous page where the people from a show called 

GameOne started their own community. The show was the most successful German TV-show 

that rated and tested videogames. They have a large community full of people interested in 
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videogames. They also have a forum and allowed me to post my survey there. As this is a 

German community I translated my survey into German to get as many responses as possible. 

Furthermore I asked a German blogger for help. He has a blog called Klopfersweb (klopfers-

web.de) in which he often talks about nerdy things so I suspected to find some ex-MMORPG 

players amongst his followers too. And I did. I also posted my survey on Facebook, of course, 

both versions, German and English. I published the English survey on reddid.com, which is a 

humorous forum with a large community. The German survey got 261 responses and the 

English one 107. 

 

7. Hypothesis 

This thesis bases an exploratory research on the hypothesis that customer retention for 

MMORPGs is failing so far because of three reasons: 

1. Wrong product category: MMORPGs are treated like book publications, but they are 

their own kind of product and need retention methods and loyalty programs that are 

designed for their own specific needs. 

2. Too few marketing methods: The things that are done to keep customers loyal and 

happy are not catering to the actual issues of the customers. Meaning that 

gamecompanies either don’t know or don’t care enough about their customers’ actual 

reasons for quitting. Or they don’t know how to counteract to the customers intentions 

to quit the game.  

3. Not enough knowledge about the customers: Gamers as consumergroup are not very 

well researched and when the games develop further to keep up with technical 

development they develop away from what the customer likes. Some MMORPGs ask 

the player who quits why, but this is too late as he is already in the process of leaving. 

These three reasons are intertwined and directly connected with each other. Marketing the 

wrong product category for example supports a false understanding of the consumergroup and 

their needs and wants. Just as using only a few marketing tools supports inadequate product 

placement. 

Gamecompanies have their marketing done by external publishers. That leads to a lack of 

continuity because external publishers do marketing on a lot of games and only do what the 

client asks for. They don’t associate with the product, which results in marketing measures 
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that have event character with no retention potential, only acquisition. Games get a lot of 

awareness when they are released and again when a new add-on is available, but practically 

no attention in between add-ons.  

Figure 1, the graph of World of Warcraft subscribers over the years displays how even the 

most successful MMORPG (Pontzen 2008) and its add-ons are victim to consumer loss 

because only acquisition and re-acquisition marketing methods are used. It shows the amount 

of subscribers to Blizzards World of Warcraft in millions divided into yearly quarters and 

sorted by add-ons. From Q1 2005 until Q4 2006 there is just the basic game. In the first three 

months of 2007 Blizzard launched the first add-on Burning Crusade and until September 

2008 this generated about two million additional subscribers and a constantly growing 

consumer base. They lost about half a million subscribers in the third quarter of the next add-

on Wrath of the Lich King. Also the growth stopped with this add-on. In Q3 of 2010, just 

before the launch of Cataclysm the number of subscribers grows again to the climax of this 

curve. 12 million subscribers pay 13 Euro a month for World of Warcraft. The reason for this 

sudden growth might be the curiosity for the new add-on. Blizzards publisher puts a lot of 

Figure 1: World of Warcraft subscribtions. Retrieved March 12th 2016 from: 

http://i.imgur.com/20edVxY.png?1 
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effort into awareness strategies so potential new players come and curious ex-subscribers 

return. This is a phenomenon that can be seen again just before the launch of Mists of 

Pandaria, which is the last add-on in this figure, where the amount of subscribers increases by 

half a million again even though subscriber numbers are overall decreasing. The same 

happens at the end of this add-on, when another new add-on is going to be launched. The first 

quarter of Warlords of Draenor shows a spontaneous subscriber surplus of over two million 

people. So awareness, acquisition and re-acquisition are working very well, but retention 

between two add-ons doesn’t. The mistake here, is either that the publishers have little 

comprehension of the product they are marketing or the gamecompany doesn’t know enough 

about marketing to order the right marketing activities from their publisher. 

Videogames are treated the same way books are. In the form that there are conventions on 

which developers introduce their newest creations and the release date of such, just as there 

are book conventions to acquire customers. A book is a very easy and user friendly product, 

that doesn’t need any technical requirements. Also how to use a book can be considered 

common knowledge.  Books are always a new product and no one subscribes to a book. A 

MMORPG on the other hand doesn’t only need a capable computer that matches the technical 

necessities but the player needs training too. He has to understand the world, the controls and 

the goal. Thus I define MMORPGs as hightech products that need a completely different 

marketing or at least an extension to what is already done.  

Even though there is a variety of slightly differing definitions of what a hightech product 

actually is (Kotler et al 2002, Gourville2005), there are a few points on which they agree: 

1. A hightech product is not self-explanatory. Which means the consumer has to learn how to 

handle it, or (in case of a smartphone for example) can use knowledge of previous models, but 

he will never use all the functions intuitively (Gourville 2005). 

2. A hightech product relies on electricity, direct or indirect, because the medium to display 

the product needs it may be batteries, rechargeables or an actual plug. Some count chips and 

components as hightech products too (Gourville 2005). 
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Hightech companies always have to balance the ‘new and exciting’ with the ‘usability and 

user friendly’. Because in 

general customers hate to 

learn and therefore are 

unlikely to buy products 

that force them to. 

(Kotler et al. 2002). But 

there are exceptions to 

that rule. The innovators 

love new and exciting 

products and are highly 

tech savvy, they don’t mind learning and are willing to spend a lot of money they are 

emotionally connected to the high tech company and therefore very sensitive. If the 

innovators love the product, they'll recommend it and the early adopters follow suit. They are 

tech-savvy too and also like to spend money, they just like to have reviews of the products 

they purchase. But the real big group of consumers are the majority and of course every 

company wants to sell their expensive products to the majority. But in opposite to the 

innovators and the early adapters, the majority is not willing to learn. To sell products to 

them, the high-tech company always has to develop products that balance user-friendliness 

and innovation (Kotler et al. 2002). 

In this thesis I define games as high-tech products because they are innovative, creative and 

need a lot of learning and involvement to be used. I furthermore define gamers as innovators 

and early adopters. According to (2009), Sims (2015) and Bogost (2015) they fulfil all the 

requirements to belong into these consumercategories, as can be seen in chapter 5.2. 

Gamecompanies are a mixture of hightech and creative companies, so they have the same 

problems: They need to stay innovative and keep developing and inventing new products. But 

their main consumers are very sensible and easily lost. Furthermore I divide gamers into two 

different groups, depending on their involvement, willingness to learn and to spend money; 

Coregamers and casualgamers. 

Coregamers are highly involved, spend a lot of time playing and are also willing to spend 

quite some money. They consider videogames their hobby and can be perceived as innovators 

and early adopters. Due to their high involvement they react emotional and irrationally to 

changes. Which leads to constant attrition of their loyalty and ultimately makes them quit the 

game for reasons that are hard to predict. On top of that some of them will constantly lament 

Figure 2: Adaption curve for hightech products. Graphic 

according to (Koter et al 2002) 
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on how much they hate game XY in the internet and therefore create a negative word-of-

mouth effect. Obviously no company wants that, but a product which isn’t only technology, 

but art as well, will always have ‘critics’. So the logical counteraction is to keep consumers 

happy and positively involved. Again remembering figure 1 of World of Warcraft 

subscription losses over time, it becomes clear, that keeping players involved isn’t actually 

easy. 

The opposite of coregamers are casualgamers who are the majority of people. Nintendos 

expansion strategy was to target the casuals only, which generated a lot of value for the 

company at first (Osterwalder 2007). But that wasn’t sustainable. Because casuals do not 

spend a lot of time playing videogames. They usually buy one or two games, and aren’t 

reliable. It became clear, that videogame companies need the coregamers. That’s why 

Nintendo is now trying to get their coregamers back (Lepine 2014). 

 

8. Finalised Survey 

For the survey itself, I used Google forms. I did some research on the internet and amongst 

the free-survey tools Google-forms got the best reviews and offered the best opportunities. 

The biggest problem I had with free or lite versions of online survey tools was, that they allow 

either a limited number of responses or a limited number of questions. Ridiculously limited 

like 100 respondents and 10 questions. My survey turned out to have 67 questions and has 

368 responses, so all limitations would have seriously harmed my research. 

The survey is divided in four main categories:  

1. General demographics  

2. General MMORPG behaviour 

3. MMORPG involvement 

4. Reasons to quit 

After category four, there is an option for every respondent to write down his own opinion on 

what the developers could have done to keep him as a customer. The exact questions and 

screenshot of the survey can be found in the appendix ‘I.I Survey Questions’ and figures 23-

75. 
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1. General demographics 

It is a common technique to ask simple questions first, this gets the respondent into an 

answering-mood and so it is easier for him to answer more complicated questions later. 

The demographic questions in my survey are mainly for this effect. However there are 

some demographics that are interesting like income and spare time. Age is of smaller 

significance but might also influence behaviour.  

2. General MMORPG behaviour 

In this part the respondent picks the time he presently spends playing MMORPGs and 

how much he used to spend in the past. He is asked to name the number of games he tried 

and quit. This will show how much he likes the genre in general and how hard he tried to 

find the right game. These questions are aimed at categorising the respondent as core- or 

casualgamer. The most interesting responses in this category will come from those who 

were coregamers and are now casual. As they used to be very valuable and are still 

somewhat interested in playing MMORPGs they might become valuable again. Their 

reasons, experiences and complaints can be used for loyalty discussions. In this section the 

respondent furthermore gets to tell me his top 5 MMORPGs and how much time he spent 

on which and for how long. 

3. MMORPG involvement 

This section is all about involvement. I stated, that the questions shall be answered for the 

MMORPG that he spent the most time playing and asked the respondent to identify with 

the statement that felt most adequate to his own involvement. This is again, to classify 

core vs casual and find out how important which part of the game is to those who are most 

involved in it. 

4. Reasons to quit 

In this part of the survey is a list of reasons why players quit. The respondent can rate on a 

scale from 0-5, five being the highest level of agreement. The scale is even on purpose, 

because that way the respondent has to have a tendency. A neutral middle option would 

not be useful in finding out what made him quit his favourite leisure time activity. 

5. Opinions 
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This part of the survey is the most crucial, because here, the respondent is asked to write 

down what the developers of his favourite MMORPG should have done or avoided to 

keep him as a player. 

 

9. Survey Evaluation 

Before filtering 368 people responded to the survey. Naturally those who got sorted out by the 

filter questions, didn’t count into the final result. Also filtered were those who didn’t name 

MMORPGs, but complicated singleplayer games, like The Witcher 1-3 or random stuff like 

Facebook, hashtag and Twitter or even MOBAS like League of Legends. Some respondents 

mentioned MMORPGs and complicated singleplayer games.  As long as these respondents 

rated an MMORPG in questions 35-44 and 47-68 they weren’t filtered. Only the games they 

mentioned that weren’t MMORPGs were taken out of the results. Table 1 shows the responses 

to question 6, the first filterquestion. 

Have you played or do you play MMORPGs 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No 19 5,1 5,2 5,2 

Yes 349 93,3 94,8 100,0 

Total 368 98,4 100,0  

Missing System 6 1,6   

Total 374 100,0   

Table 1: Frequency table of the first filterquestion of all respondents 

 

Of 368 respondents 349 play or have played MMORPGs. 

9.1. Demographics  

Age 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid N/A 1 ,3 ,3 ,3 
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15-21 years 46 12,3 12,5 12,8 

22-28 years 170 45,5 46,2 59,0 

29-35 years 112 29,9 30,4 89,4 

36-42 years 30 8,0 8,2 97,6 

43-49 years 4 1,1 1,1 98,6 

older than 49 

years 

5 1,3 1,4 100,0 

Total 368 98,4 100,0  

Missing System 6 1,6   

Total 374 100,0   

Table 2: Frequency table of agegroups of all respondents 

 

Table 2 above shows that most respondents are between 22 and 35 years old. The smallest 

group is between 43 and 49 years, closely followed by the above 49 year olds. 

 

Please estimate your yearly income 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 - 10.000 

Euro 

142 38,0 38,6 38,6 

10.001 - 

20.000 Euro 

68 18,2 18,5 57,1 

20.001 - 

30.000 Euro 

55 14,7 14,9 72,0 

30.001 - 

40.000 Euro 

33 8,8 9,0 81,0 

40.001 - 

50.000 Euro 

32 8,6 8,7 89,7 

50.001 - 

60.000 Euro 

13 3,5 3,5 93,2 

60.001 - 

70.000 Euro 

9 2,4 2,4 95,7 
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70.001 - 

80.000 Euro 

3 ,8 ,8 96,5 

More than 

80.000 Euro 

13 3,5 3,5 100,0 

Total 368 98,4 100,0  

Missing System 6 1,6   

Total 374 100,0   

Table 3: Frequency table of incomegroups of all respondents 

 

About 90% of the respondents have a yearly income of below 50.000 Euro and 38% of those 

even below 10.000 Euro as can be seen in table 3 

 

How much time do you have on average per week, which you could spend 

playing computergames? 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 - 19 hours 82 21,9 22,3 22,3 

20 - 39 hours 119 31,8 32,3 54,6 

40 - 59 hours 82 21,9 22,3 76,9 

60 - 79 hours 55 14,7 14,9 91,8 

80 - 99 hours 15 4,0 4,1 95,9 

100 - 125 

hours 

11 2,9 3,0 98,9 

126+ hours 4 1,1 1,1 100,0 

Total 368 98,4 100,0  

Missing System 6 1,6   

Total 374 100,0   

Table 4: Frequency table of disposable time of all respondents. 

 

Table 4 shows how much time the respondents could spend playing videogames per week. 

Most of the respondents, about 32% could spend 20-39 hours playing. That equals a whole 

week-end or about two hours on workdays and half a day twice at the week-end. There are 

two equal sized groups on second place. About 22% each can either spend 0-19 hours or 40-
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59 hours per week playing games. Only four respondents have more than 126 hours of free 

time per week. 

 

9.2. General MMORPG behaviour 

How often do you currently play * How often did you play when you spend the most 

time playing Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

How often did you play when you spend the 

most time playing 

Total 

I have never 

played more 

than now Daily 

Every 

other 

day 

Twice 

per 

week 

Once 

per 

week 

How often do 

you currently 

play 

I currently don't 

play MMORPGs 

0 182 18 6 2 208 

Daily 14 26 0 0 0 40 

Every other day 3 20 0 0 0 23 

Twice per week 1 21 1 0 0 23 

Once per week 0 10 1 0 0 11 

Every other week 0 9 3 0 0 12 

Once per month 1 9 2 0 0 12 

less 0 14 4 2 0 20 

Total 19 291 29 8 2 349 

Table 5: Crosstabulation of frequency of current playing and frequency when the most time 

was spent playing of all respondents.  

 

Table 5 shows that the largest group of respondents played daily when they spent the most 

time playing. No one played less than once per week and only two played once per week 

when they spent the most time playing. 

 

How much money did you spend on the MMORPG so far? Excluding the game itself 

and monthly fees. Please estimate the amount in Euros 
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 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 140 37,4 40,7 40,7 

2 1 ,3 ,3 41,0 

3 1 ,3 ,3 41,3 

5 3 ,8 ,9 42,2 

8 1 ,3 ,3 42,4 

10 8 2,1 2,3 44,8 

15 2 ,5 ,6 45,3 

20 17 4,5 4,9 50,3 

25 4 1,1 1,2 51,5 

30 9 2,4 2,6 54,1 

40 4 1,1 1,2 55,2 

50 15 4,0 4,4 59,6 

60 3 ,8 ,9 60,5 

75 1 ,3 ,3 60,8 

80 2 ,5 ,6 61,3 

90 1 ,3 ,3 61,6 

100 15 4,0 4,4 66,0 

120 4 1,1 1,2 67,2 

150 11 2,9 3,2 70,3 

200 15 4,0 4,4 74,7 

250 6 1,6 1,7 76,5 

288 1 ,3 ,3 76,7 

300 10 2,7 2,9 79,7 

315 1 ,3 ,3 79,9 

350 2 ,5 ,6 80,5 

360 1 ,3 ,3 80,8 

400 7 1,9 2,0 82,8 

450 1 ,3 ,3 83,1 

500 11 2,9 3,2 86,3 

600 5 1,3 1,5 87,8 
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640 1 ,3 ,3 88,1 

675 1 ,3 ,3 88,4 

700 1 ,3 ,3 88,7 

750 1 ,3 ,3 89,0 

800 5 1,3 1,5 90,4 

890 1 ,3 ,3 90,7 

1000 11 2,9 3,2 93,9 

1200 2 ,5 ,6 94,5 

1299 1 ,3 ,3 94,8 

1300 2 ,5 ,6 95,3 

1500 7 1,9 2,0 97,4 

1560 1 ,3 ,3 97,7 

2000 3 ,8 ,9 98,5 

2500 1 ,3 ,3 98,8 

3000 1 ,3 ,3 99,1 

4000 1 ,3 ,3 99,4 

5000 1 ,3 ,3 99,7 

20000 1 ,3 ,3 100,0 

Total 344 92,0 100,0  

Missing 999 24 6,4   

System 6 1,6   

Total 30 8,0   

Total 374 100,0   

Table 6: Money spent by all respondents 

 

About 40% of the respondents didn’t spend any money on their MMORPG. 20% spend below 

100 Euro, 30 % between 100 and 1000 Euro and one respondent even claims to have spent 20 

000 Euro. 

 

Have you quit the MMORPG that you played the most in your life? 
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 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No 35 9,4 10,0 10,0 

Yes 260 69,5 74,3 84,3 

Yes, but 

started again 

55 14,7 15,7 100,0 

Total 350 93,6 100,0  

Missing 999 18 4,8   

System 6 1,6   

Total 24 6,4   

Total 374 100,0   

Table 7: Frequency of those who quit the MMORPG they spent the most time playing of all 

respondents 

 

35 respondents didn’t quit the MMORPG they spent the most time with and 55 started 

playing again after they quit. 

 

9.3. MMORPG Involvement  
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Figure 3: Comparing the means of involvement for all respondents 

 

The comparison of the means, in figure 3 of the involvement shows that the top four 

involvement factors are Quests, The Universe, The Storyline and Social Interaction.  
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Figure 4: Bar graph of completed quests of all respondents 

 

Apart from very few the respondents have categorized themselves into the top half of quest 

involvement. They have either completed the mainstory questline and all the sidestories that 

were on the way, or more. 
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Figure 5: Bar graph, showing respondents knowledge about the universe 

 

This isn’t as explicit as the quest involvement, but still the majority knows more about the 

universe, than the game told them. 
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Figure 6: Bar graph showing respondents‘ knowledge of the storyline 

 

This involvement category has a clear maingroup. Most of the respondents categorise 

themselves very familiar with the main story and some of the sidestories, but not quite 

familiar enough to know everything. 
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Figure 7: Bar graph of importance off social interaction for all respondents 

 

This category of involvement is more mixed. It looks like just as many respondents think the 

social interaction is actually annoying as think it is the most important thing.  

 

How important is social interaction with other players to you? Please rate from 0 (is 

actually annoying) to 5 (is the most important thing for me) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Is actually annoying 30 8,0 8,7 8,7 

I dont mind it 36 9,6 10,5 19,2 

Don’t care at all 68 18,2 19,8 39,0 

I actually like it 71 19,0 20,6 59,6 

Is one of the main reasons I play 107 28,6 31,1 90,7 

Is the most important thing 32 8,6 9,3 100,0 
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Total 344 92,0 100,0  

Missing 999 24 6,4   

System 6 1,6   

Total 30 8,0   

Total 374 100,0   

Table 8: Frequencies for importance of social interaction for all respondent 

 

Table 8 displays the frequencies with actual numbers of this category. It shows that the 

biggest respondents groups have rated 2, 3 and 4 on a scale from 0 to 5 and that only two 

more respondents declare the social interaction the most important thing than find it annoying. 

 

9.4. Reasons to quit 

Following are the reasons for quitting of all respondents. 
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Figure 8: Bar graph, comparing the means of quitting reasons for all respondents 

 

The means of the quitting reasons show that the top reasons are Not catchy anymore/ I got 

bored and It just wasn’t fun anymore. Followed by No more time, I felt like I was wasting time 

and Too much necessary farming/ Too many daily quests.  
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Figure 9: Bar graph of quitting reason No more time of all respondents 

 

 

Figure 10: Bar graph of quitting reason Too much necessary farming/Too many daily quests 

of all respondents 
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Figure 11: Bar graph of quitting reason Not catchy anymore/I got bored of all respondents 

 

 

Figure 12: Bar graph of quitting reason I felt like I was wasting time of all respondents 
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Figure 13: Bar graph of quitting reason It just wasn’t fun anymore of all respondents 

 

A closer look on Figures 9-13 reveals that the actual top reasons for quitting are Not catchy 

anymore/I got bored and It just wasn’t fun anymore. The other three reasons, that followed by 

mean-comparison actually have more votes for 0 than for 5, 4 or even 3. But while the reasons 

Not catchy anymore/I got bored and It just wasn’t fun anymore got a lot of high votes they 

still, both have more than 60 respondents who claim that these two reasons have nothing to do 

with them quitting the MMORPG that they spend the most time with. 

 

 

What should they have done (not done) to keep you as a player? * Do you think the 

responsible people behind that MMORPG could have kept you playing, at least for a few 

more days? Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Do you think the responsible people 

behind that MMORPG could have kept 

you playing, at least for a few more days? 

Total No Yes, if... 

No 234 13 247 
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What should they have 

done (not done) to keep 

you as a player? 

Added a 

complaint 

0 99 99 

Total 234 112 346 

Table 9: Crosstabultaion of possibility to go on playing on and count of complaints of all 

respondents 

 

Table 9 shows that of the 346 respondents who played and quit MMORPGs, 112 would have 

played longer if the developers had known or payed attention to their complaints. 99 of these 

112 respondents took the time to write down a specific complaint on the game(s) they quit. 

 

9.5. Filter 1: Unnecessarily lost players  

 

How much time do you have on average per week, which you could spend playing 

computergames? * How often do you currently play Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

How often do you currently play 

Total 

I currently 

don't play 

MMORP

Gs 

Dail

y 

Every 

other 

day 

Twic

e per 

week 

Once 

per 

week 

Every 

other 

week 

Once 

per 

mont

h 

les

s 

How much 

time do you 

have on 

average per 

week, which 

you could 

spend 

playing 

computerga

mes? 

0 - 19 

hours 

48 2 4 3 3 7 2 6 75 

20 - 39 

hours 

64 14 7 13 3 2 4 8 115 

40 - 59 

hours 

48 11 5 1 3 1 4 4 77 

60 - 79 

hours 

32 6 4 5 1 2 2 0 52 

80 - 99 

hours 

6 4 2 1 0 0 0 2 15 
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100 - 125 

hours 

8 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 

126+ 

hours 

2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 

Total 208 40 23 23 11 12 12 20 349 

Table 10: Crosstabulation of time that could be spent playing computergames and current 

frequency of playing MMORPGs 

 

The Crosstabulation of hours that could be spend playing games with the frequency of current 

gaming in table 10 shows, that most of the respondents don’t play MMORPGs at the moment, 

208 out of 349. This is by far the largest group of respondents. The second largest group still 

plays daily. Most of them having 20-39 hours to spend. 

 

Would you like to play more than you currently do? 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No, I am satisfied with the amount 

of time I spend playing 

143 68,8 69,1 69,1 

Daily 7 3,4 3,4 72,5 

Every other day 18 8,7 8,7 81,2 

Twice per week 24 11,5 11,6 92,8 

Once per week 10 4,8 4,8 97,6 

Every other week 2 1,0 1,0 98,6 

Once per month 1 ,5 ,5 99,0 

less 2 1,0 1,0 100,0 

Total 207 99,5 100,0  

Missing System 1 ,5   

Total 208 100,0   

Table 10. 1: Frequency of wish to play more for those who currently don’t play MMORPGs. 

 

Looking at only the responses of those 208 who don’t currently play. Table 10.1 shows, that 

143 of them are satisfied with currently not playing at all. 
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Do you think the responsible people behind that MMORPG 

could have kept you playing, at least for a few more days? 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No 102 71,3 71,3 71,3 

Yes, 

if... 

41 28,7 28,7 100,0 

Total 143 100,0 100,0  

Table 10. 2: Frequency for those respondents who don’t currently play, are satisfied with that 

but think they might actually have played longer than they did. 

 

Counting only the respondents who currently don’t play, are satisfied with that but still think 

the developers could have kept them as consumers, leaves 41 responses.  

 

How much money did you spend on the MMORPG so far? 

Excluding the game itself and monthly fees. Please estimate the 

amount in Euros 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 73 51,0 51,4 51,4 

3 1 ,7 ,7 52,1 

5 2 1,4 1,4 53,5 

10 1 ,7 ,7 54,2 

15 2 1,4 1,4 55,6 

20 8 5,6 5,6 61,3 

25 1 ,7 ,7 62,0 

30 2 1,4 1,4 63,4 

40 1 ,7 ,7 64,1 

50 4 2,8 2,8 66,9 

60 1 ,7 ,7 67,6 

80 1 ,7 ,7 68,3 

90 1 ,7 ,7 69,0 
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100 3 2,1 2,1 71,1 

120 1 ,7 ,7 71,8 

150 5 3,5 3,5 75,4 

200 7 4,9 4,9 80,3 

250 2 1,4 1,4 81,7 

288 1 ,7 ,7 82,4 

300 5 3,5 3,5 85,9 

315 1 ,7 ,7 86,6 

350 1 ,7 ,7 87,3 

400 1 ,7 ,7 88,0 

450 1 ,7 ,7 88,7 

600 1 ,7 ,7 89,4 

675 1 ,7 ,7 90,1 

1000 5 3,5 3,5 93,7 

1299 1 ,7 ,7 94,4 

1300 1 ,7 ,7 95,1 

1500 3 2,1 2,1 97,2 

1560 1 ,7 ,7 97,9 

2000 2 1,4 1,4 99,3 

4000 1 ,7 ,7 100,0 

Total 142 99,3 100,0  

Missing 999 1 ,7   

Total 143 100,0   

Table 10. 3: Money spent by unnecessarily lost players 

 

Half of them didn’t spend any money, 20% spend under 100 Euro, another 20% between 100 

and 1000 Euro and 10% up to 4000 Euro. 
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Figure 14: Bar graph of means of involvement categories for the unnecessarily lost players. 

 

They seem to have the same top four involvement categories as all respondents. Looking at 

the frequencies of these four involvement factors (Appendix Tables 10.8-10.11) it becomes 

clear that these 41 respondents do not stray from all the other respondents much.  
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Figure 15: Mean comparison of reasons to quit of unnecessarily lost players 

 

Mean comparison of the unnecessarily lost players’ reasons to quit reveals that their top four 

reasons are Not catchy anymore/ I got bored, It just wasn’t fun anymore, No more time and I 

felt like I was wasting time. In comparison with the overall respondents the only difference is 

that they don’t mind the necessary farming/ daily quests as much. 
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No more time 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 12 29,3 29,3 29,3 

1 13 31,7 31,7 61,0 

2 5 12,2 12,2 73,2 

3 3 7,3 7,3 80,5 

4 5 12,2 12,2 92,7 

5 3 7,3 7,3 100,0 

Total 41 100,0 100,0  

Table 10. 4: Absence of time of unnecessarily lost players 

 

It just wasn’t fun anymore 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 3 7,3 7,3 7,3 

1 3 7,3 7,3 14,6 

2 3 7,3 7,3 22,0 

3 8 19,5 19,5 41,5 

4 9 22,0 22,0 63,4 

5 15 36,6 36,6 100,0 

Total 41 100,0 100,0  

Table 10. 5: Fun as factor of unnecessarily lost players 

 

I felt like I was wasting time 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 18 43,9 43,9 43,9 

1 3 7,3 7,3 51,2 

2 4 9,8 9,8 61,0 

3 7 17,1 17,1 78,0 

4 6 14,6 14,6 92,7 
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5 3 7,3 7,3 100,0 

Total 41 100,0 100,0  

Table 10. 6: Perceived waste of time as factor of unnecessarily lost players 

 

Not catchy anymore/I got bored 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 6 14,6 14,6 14,6 

1 3 7,3 7,3 22,0 

2 3 7,3 7,3 29,3 

3 7 17,1 17,1 46,3 

4 7 17,1 17,1 63,4 

5 15 36,6 36,6 100,0 

Total 41 100,0 100,0  

Table 10. 7: Boredom as factor of unnecessarily lost players 

 

A look at the frequency tables 10.4-10.7 of these four quitting factors reveals that absence of 

time and waste of time wasn’t mentioned as much as the mean suggests, so that it can’t be 

counted as an actual reason for quitting. Which leaves boredom and absence of fun as the 

main reasons for the unnecessarily lost players. 

 

9.6. Filter 2: Those who don’t have time anymore 

The respondents who did not rate Not catchy anymore/ I got bored and It just wasn’t fun 

anymore as top reason for quitting. The mean comparison shows, that their top reason is No 

more time. 
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Figure 16: Mean comparison of quitting reasons of those who don’t have time anymore 

 

The frequency table of this reason shows that 50 % rated above 3 but also 50 % rated below. 

So only half of these respondents actually stopped playing because they don’t have time 

anymore. 

 

No more time 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 10 21,7 21,7 21,7 

1 5 10,9 10,9 32,6 
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2 1 2,2 2,2 34,8 

3 7 15,2 15,2 50,0 

4 9 19,6 19,6 69,6 

5 14 30,4 30,4 100,0 

Total 46 100,0 100,0  

Table 11. 1: Frequency of absence of time of those who don’t have time anymore 

 

 

Figure 17: Mean comparison of involvement factors of those who don’t have time anymore. 

 

Figure 17 shows that those who don’t have time anymore have the same involvement factors 

as all the respondents. The frequency tables of these factors also have a very similar 

distribution as can be seen in appendix tables 11.4-11.7.  
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How much money did you spend on the MMORPG so far? 

Excluding the game itself and monthly fees. Please estimate the 

amount in Euros 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 19 41,3 43,2 43,2 

10 1 2,2 2,3 45,5 

20 1 2,2 2,3 47,7 

25 1 2,2 2,3 50,0 

30 5 10,9 11,4 61,4 

50 4 8,7 9,1 70,5 

60 1 2,2 2,3 72,7 

200 3 6,5 6,8 79,5 

250 1 2,2 2,3 81,8 

300 1 2,2 2,3 84,1 

315 1 2,2 2,3 86,4 

400 1 2,2 2,3 88,6 

500 1 2,2 2,3 90,9 

890 1 2,2 2,3 93,2 

1000 2 4,3 4,5 97,7 

2000 1 2,2 2,3 100,0 

Total 44 95,7 100,0  

Missing 999 2 4,3   

Total 46 100,0   

Table 11. 2: Money spent by those who don’t have time anymore 

 

Roughly 40% of those who don’t have time anymore didn’t spend anything on the 

MMORPG, 40% less than 200 Euro and about 20% spend between 200 and 2000 Euro. 

 

Do you think the responsible people behind that MMORPG 

could have kept you playing, at least for a few more days? 
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 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No 37 80,4 80,4 80,4 

Yes, 

if... 

9 19,6 19,6 100,0 

Total 46 100,0 100,0  

Table 11. 3: Estimation of possibility to stay playing of those who don’t have time anymore 

 

Nine respondents think there was a possibility for the developers to have made them make 

time to go on playing. 80% don’t think there is a possibility to have kept them as players. 

9.7. Filter 3: The active players 

Looking at only those who used to play daily and still do leaves 39 respondents. Of whom 

eleven think that the responsible developers could have kept them as players. 

 

Do you think the responsible people behind that MMORPG 

could have kept you playing, at least for a few more days? 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No 28 71,8 71,8 71,8 

Yes, 

if... 

11 28,2 28,2 100,0 

Total 39 100,0 100,0  

Table 12. 1: Estimation of possibility to stay playing of the active players 
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Figure 18: Mean comparison of involvement factors of the active players 

 

The mean comparison looks similar to the involvement reasons of all respondents and all 

subcategories so far. But the frequency tables (appendix tables 12.3-12.7) show that the active 

players care about the looks of their character enough to accept some disadvantages. 

 

 

How much money did you spend on the MMORPG so far? 

Excluding the game itself and monthly fees. Please estimate the 

amount in Euros 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 6 15,4 15,4 15,4 

5 1 2,6 2,6 17,9 

10 1 2,6 2,6 20,5 

20 4 10,3 10,3 30,8 

30 2 5,1 5,1 35,9 
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50 1 2,6 2,6 38,5 

100 5 12,8 12,8 51,3 

120 1 2,6 2,6 53,8 

200 2 5,1 5,1 59,0 

250 1 2,6 2,6 61,5 

300 1 2,6 2,6 64,1 

400 1 2,6 2,6 66,7 

500 4 10,3 10,3 76,9 

600 1 2,6 2,6 79,5 

1000 3 7,7 7,7 87,2 

1200 2 5,1 5,1 92,3 

1500 1 2,6 2,6 94,9 

5000 1 2,6 2,6 97,4 

20000 1 2,6 2,6 100,0 

Total 39 100,0 100,0  

Table 12. 2: Money spent by the active players 

 

60% of the active players spend 100 Euro or more and the one respondent who spent 20000 

Euro is in this subcategory too. 

 

The mean comparison of the reasons of the active players to quit the MMORPG they have 

stopped playing are Not catchy anymore/ I got bored and It just wasn’t fun anymore. The 

frequency tables prove this observation. 
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Figure 19: Mean comparison of quitting reasons of the active players 

 

9.8. Filter 4: The Searchers 

The fourth filter counts only those respondents who have named five MMORPGs in questions 

13-32. The searchers have tried a lot of different MMORPGs to find the one they want to 

involve in. Applying this filter left 91 respondents. 32 of them say the developer could have 

kept them as players. 
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Do you think the responsible people behind that MMORPG 

could have kept you playing, at least for a few more days? 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid No 59 64,8 64,8 64,8 

Yes, 

if... 

32 35,2 35,2 100,0 

Total 91 100,0 100,0  

Table 13. 1: Estimation of possibility to stay playing of the searchers 

 

 

Figure 20: Mean comparison of involvement factors of the searchers 
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The mean comparison of involvement looks similar to all involvement mean comparisons. 

The main factors are Story, Quest, Universe and Social interaction. The involvement 

frequency tables (appendix tables 13.5-13.8) support the impression of the mean comparison.  

 

 

How much money did you spend on the MMORPG so far? 

Excluding the game itself and monthly fees. Please estimate 

the amount in Euros 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 33 36,3 36,3 36,3 

2 1 1,1 1,1 37,4 

10 2 2,2 2,2 39,6 

15 1 1,1 1,1 40,7 

20 4 4,4 4,4 45,1 

25 2 2,2 2,2 47,3 

30 3 3,3 3,3 50,5 

40 2 2,2 2,2 52,7 

50 3 3,3 3,3 56,0 

100 4 4,4 4,4 60,4 

120 1 1,1 1,1 61,5 

150 4 4,4 4,4 65,9 

200 5 5,5 5,5 71,4 

250 1 1,1 1,1 72,5 

300 2 2,2 2,2 74,7 

360 1 1,1 1,1 75,8 

400 2 2,2 2,2 78,0 

500 4 4,4 4,4 82,4 

600 3 3,3 3,3 85,7 

800 1 1,1 1,1 86,8 

890 1 1,1 1,1 87,9 

1000 7 7,7 7,7 95,6 
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1500 2 2,2 2,2 97,8 

1560 1 1,1 1,1 98,9 

2500 1 1,1 1,1 100,0 

Total 91 100,0 100,0  

Table 13. 2: Money spent by the searchers 

 

36% spend nothing and 40% 100 Euro or more of which 13% spend 1000 Euro or more.  
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Figure 21: Mean comparison of quitting reasons of the searchers 
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Here too, the main reasons are Not catchy anymore/ I got bored and It just wasn’t fun 

anymore. The frequency tables of the quitting reasons of this player group shows that indeed 

the above are the top reasons, but about 40% of the respondents also quit because of Too 

much necessary farming/Too many daily quests and because they felt like they were wasting 

time. 

 

Too much necessary farming/Too many daily quests 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 34 37,4 37,4 37,4 

1 7 7,7 7,7 45,1 

2 11 12,1 12,1 57,1 

3 16 17,6 17,6 74,7 

4 11 12,1 12,1 86,8 

5 12 13,2 13,2 100,0 

Total 91 100,0 100,0  

Table 13. 3: Frequency of farming and/or daily quests as quitting reason of the searchers 

 

I felt like I was wasting time 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 0 36 39,6 39,6 39,6 

1 12 13,2 13,2 52,7 

2 9 9,9 9,9 62,6 

3 14 15,4 15,4 78,0 

4 10 11,0 11,0 89,0 

5 10 11,0 11,0 100,0 

Total 91 100,0 100,0  

Table 13. 4: Frequency of feeling of wasting time as quitting reason of the searchers 

 

9.9. Opinions 
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As there were lots of different complaints they were sorted into seven categories (Appendix 

Table 14): 

1. Content,  

2. Balancing,  

3. Target group/ Game changed,  

4. Social,  

5. Payment,  

6. Game lifecycle end problems, 

7. Other/ Many of the above.  

The categories are not fix. Many complaints can also be categorised into more than one of 

these categories. This is just to get an impression of the directions of the complaints. 

Content complaints are the biggest group with 40, though there are contrary complaints, 29 

asking for more content or at least more quality in content. Others want less content and some 

are complaining about the content itself. Therefore this category has three subcategories; 

More content/ more quality content, less content and general content complaints. 

Balancing has four complaints all aiming in the direction that the balancing was poorly done 

and ruined the game. 

Target group/ Game changed has 21 complaints. Most of them are about keeping the game a 

challenge, only one thinks the game should have been kept simple. 

Social has eight complaints most of them asking the developers to keep the game a challenge, 

but for the sake of cohesion. The respondents mention that their friends were looking for a 

challenge and therefore started playing different games. 

Payment has eight complaints, mainly being annoyed that the game became pay-to-win and 

some feeling treated unfair, as they spent money on items that later became free. Some just 

stopping the game because it wasn’t free anymore. 

Game lifecycle end problems has five German complaints and one English one. The German 

ones mainly mention a server that got shut down. The English complaint can be counted into 

the social category too, as he is asking for more players, he is in this category, because lack of 

players leads to shut down of the game, which is a lifecycle end problem. 
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Other/ many of the above has 17complaints. 13 of them being German. Some are very 

precise, but also belong into so many other complaint categories, that they needed their own 

category and some being so general, that there is no way of categorising them. 

9.10. Non exploratory Results 

For the comparison with the secondary resources I have performed an analysis of the 

correlation between the social interaction as involvement factor and the quitting reason It just 

wasn’t fun anymore using both Kendall’s tau_b and Spearmanns rho (Appendix Table 15). It 

shows a very small negative correlation which is too small to be significant. Also looking at 

the correlation between age, gender and boredom as quitting factor (Appendix Table 16) 

shows no correlation between gender and boredom, but a strong negative correlation between 

age and boredom. 

 

10. Summary of survey result 

All respondents 

Main involvement factors are Quest, Storyline, Universe and Social interaction.  Main reasons 

for quitting are boredom and absence of enjoyment. 32% of them think they would have 

remained playing if the developers had kept the game funny and interesting. 40% of them 

spent over 100 Euro. 

Filter 1: The unnecessarily lost players 

30% of them spent over 100 Euro. Main involvement factors are Quest, Storyline, Universe 

and Social interaction. Main reasons for quitting are boredom and absence of enjoyment. 

Filter 2: Those who don’t have time anymore 

20% spent over 100 Euro, this group isn’t very valuable and as their reason to quit is the 

absence of time, they couldn’t have been kept as players anyways. 

Filter 3: The active players 

60% spent 100 Euro or more and one even 20000 Euro. They have another involvement 

factor, which is the outfit of their character. They still play daily, but quit various MMORPGs. 
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They stopped playing the MMORPG they spend the most time on their life because of lack of 

enjoyment and boredom. 

Filter 4: The searchers 

40% spent 100 Euro or more of which 13% even spend 1000 Euro or more, they are a 

valuable consumergroup. 35% of them think the developers could have kept them as players. 

Their main reasons to quit are boredom and lack of enjoyability but also Too much necessary 

farming/ Too many daily quests and they felt like they were wasting time. 

Opinions 

Seven categories (Content, Balancing, Target group/ Game changed, Social, Payment, Game 

lifecycle and problems, Other/ Many of the above), each forming the base for an analysis of 

what actually ruined the fun for the individual or made the game boring. 

 

11. Discussion 

Yee (2006) stated that the average gamer is 26 years old. This is a ten year old statement, it is 

interesting to see, that the average gamer in my study is not 36, but still between 22 and 28. 

Chang et al (2008) stated that MMORPGs are not only games, but also platforms to satisfy 

social needs, which the results of my survey prove. One of the main involvement reasons is 

the possibility for social interaction and 30% of all respondents claim it to be one of the main 

reasons they play. Over 50% rate it with 3 or more on a scale of 0-5 where 5 is the highest 

vote, as being important. Furthermore Chang et al (2008) found out, that cohesion is more 

important than enjoyability. An analysis of the correlation between the social interaction as 

involvement factor and the quitting reason It just wasn’t fun anymore using both Kendall’s 

tau_b and Spearmann’s rho (Appendix Table 15) shows a very small negative correlation 

which is too small to be significant. So there is no significant correlation between the 

importance of social interaction and the lack of enjoyability. Meaning the respondents of this 

survey do not think cohesion is more important than fun. 

Yee (2006) also claims that young men get bored more easily than older women. Looking at 

the correlation between age, gender and boredom as quitting factor (Appendix Table 16) 

shows no correlation between gender and boredom, but a strong negative correlation between 

age and boredom. So Yee’s (2006) and my results are the same for this particular point. 
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Young respondents are bored faster than older ones. But gender has no impact on that 

anymore. 

The focusgroups and some of the individual complaints in my survey agree on that there was 

no retention while they were playing. Only when they tried to quit, they were asked why. My 

interview partners confirmed this lack of retention. They also told me, that players of their 

social community inside the games have been looking for better MMORPGs. So there have 

always been loyalty issues. When I asked them why, they named a lot of reasons, mainly the 

gamemechanics, the story development and a dislike for some people inside their social 

community. The results of my survey however show, that these are not the reasons for most 

people to quit the MMOPRG. The top reasons for all the filtergroups are lack of fun and 

boredom. But the individual complaints do reveal that the factors that spoiled the fun are 

indeed changes in the gamemechanics or the story and a few more, as categorised above. 

The fact that only 10% of my respondents are actually still playing their favourite MMORPG 

proves my and the CCP Games programmers’ observation that most gamers stop playing at a 

certain point. 

The biggest group of respondents are highly involved in the storyline, claim to know a lot 

about the universe and like to finish the questlines. So they already have a relationship with 

the product and can therefore be considered open to retention methods that intensify this 

relationship. The respondents have the potential to become fans according to Becker and 

Daschmann’s (2016) definition. Bergreon (2002) mentions a more intense emotional 

connection between the game and the gamer has the mutual benefit and can create value for 

both parties; Paying, loyal customers for the company and the fun factor for the customers. 

The quality improvement that was suggested by East et al (2006) is not to be ignored. Many 

complaints are about a lack of quality or a constant decrease of it. Developers, especially the 

big ones have to keep the quality of their product in mind. The gamers realise when 

something doesn’t work the way it should and have little tolerance for it. A constant 

malfunction wears them out and ruins the fun. 

 

12. Conclusion 
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With the survey results, the information from the interviews, focusgroups and the literature, I 

came to the conclusion, that nowadays the best way to retain MMORPG subscribers is by 

individualising their experience as much as possible.  

As all filtergroups have the same reasons to quit (lack of fun and boredom) and mostly the 

same reasons to be involved, I had to look into the individual complaints to find out what 

exactly destroyed the fun of the individual player. Based on the complaint categories from the 

survey result I have created eight customer categories. The lifecycle end problem group didn’t 

get their own customer category, as their major complaint is that the game was shut down. 

1. Needs more content or more quality in the new content 

2. Needs less content 

3. Sensitive to content 

4. Sensitive to balancing 

5. Suddenly isn’t the target group anymore 

6. Plays for socialising 

7. Sensitive to price changes 

8. Other/ Many of the above 
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Figure 22: Bar graph to visualise sizes of complaint-groups 

 

All of these groups have the same involvement reasons and the same reasons to quit the game. 

But what exactly ultimately destroyed their enjoyment factor differs.  

Loyalty enhancing has to be based on their boredom and attrition factors. As shown in figure 

18 the largest group consists of gamers who want more or more quality content. These are 

some of the phrases they used: 

“update more. In World of Warcraft you got a big addon and than close to nothing for 2 

years.” 

“Make reliable NPCs , make a good story line, KILL THE GODDAMN FETCH QUESTS” 

“More content like new missions/quests preferably solo or more add-ons.” 

“newer content faster.“ 

“The endgame was just really bad. They should have put in more items with various skillsets 

and more PvE instances” 
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This isn’t very difficult to understand. Developers have to keep in mind that players realise 

when the new content is not well made. Anyone can notice if someone put effort into a 

product or not. Players pay for the game and expect quality. 

 

The second largest group are those who didn’t feel like the targetgroup of their MMORPG 

anymore. A loyalty program for them will work if they have the feeling that they aren’t taken 

for granted and developers care about the same things they do. These are some of the 

comments this group used:  

“The game changed too much and started to cater to different playerbase than it used to”; 

“They removed some things from the game that the admins didn't like but all the players 

really enjoyed. It took away a lot of fun for many people.”;  

“Bring back 10-man raids. Make raiding available without requiring hours of farming.”; 

“Not catered to the "casual" gamer.  I enjoy more of a challenge.” 

The game they played used to be fun and targeted towards them but then the developers 

changed it to appeal to a broader mass-the majority. This could easily be avoided by offering 

two variations of the same game, a core one and a casual one. If the gamemechanics are being 

changed anyway, the company can also introduce a new gamemode for beginners and update 

the old one for the existing customers.  

 

The third largest group is the one consisting of gamers whoms fun factor was destroyed by 

many of the categorised things or by things that are very individual. Some examples of the 

complaints are: 

“- No local servers (ping exceeded 250) - Class balance was a joke - The slow but certain 

creep of P2W - Trion's pandering to the cash whales - Trion being a horrible company in 

general” 

“To give the quest items of a 30 player dungeon to the last hitter is stupid.” 

“For example not remove the skill systems… A little mathcrafting should be posslibe…” 

“More questvariety, no living story that expires, fair add-on policy, do something against the 

‘meta-bitches’” 

“They stopped fucking things up 

They stopped releasing useless aesthetic updates 

They stopped ruining the economy 

They stopped adding grinding skills to eke out a little more playtime 
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They gave players a purpose in the world 

Why did they multiply all the statistics by 10? WHY? WHAT DID THAT ACHIEVE?” 

Some of these complaints are really emotional and full of phrases and complaints that are very 

specific to certain MMORPGs. For example the mention of Trion as a company. Still, this 

group displays very well, how some gamers are not only emotionally connected to the game 

they play, but also endure a lot of attrition and things they dislike before they quit. 

 

Realising the differing needs of the various gamers will help to generate a suitable loyalty 

enhancing plan. I think for MMORPG players both retention methods should be applied, 

building a relationship and enhancing of product-quality. Building a beneficial relationship 

with the gamers is just as important as keeping the quality of the game high. Like all online 

products, MMORPGs have to individualise the experience and cater to the various needs of 

their customers if they want them to stay happy and involved - and therefore loyal. But most 

importantly the retention should not be done by publishers who treat MMORPGs like books.  

To build up a sustainable relationship with its gamers the company can collect data about their 

gaming behaviour, make their player name appear in frequently visited places or one of the 

NPCs remembering them and giving them a special outfit or a quest that is specifically 

designed to the preferences of that player. These are proactive possibilities to increase this 

players individual fun and loyalty. He can tell his social community about his personalised 

questlines and they can tell him about theirs, which increases the social factor. Outside of the 

game, developers can send him notifications about upcoming events inside the game that are 

interesting for him or tell him when a new questline that suits his interest has opened up. 

Overall gamecompanies should consider to implement an in-house marketing department and 

employ the necessary personnel for the individualisation of the game experience, because 

external service providers won’t have the capabilities nor the knowledge for it. 
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APPENDIX 

I. SURVEY 

I.I. Survey questions 

The following are all the survey questions in the order they have on the survey. 

General Demographics 

1. How old are you? 

2. What is your gender? 

3. Please write your citizenship 

4. How much time do you have on average per week, which you could spend playing 

computergames? 

5. Please estimate your yearly income 

General MMOPRG behaviour 

6. Do you play or have you played MMORPGs? 

7. How often do you currently play MMORPGs? 

8. Did you spend more time playing in the past? 

9. How often did you play when you spent the most time playing? 

10. Would you like to play more often than you currently do? If so, how often would you 

like to play? 

11. How many MMORPGs have you played? Please estimate the number 

12. How many MMORPGs have you quit playing? Please estimate the number 

13. Which MMORPGs have you played so far? Please name your top 5. Start with the 

name of the first MMORPG below 

14. Please name the second MMORPG 

15. Please name the third MMORPG 

16. Please name the fourth MMORPG 

17. Please name the fifth MMORPG 

MMORPG involvement 

18. For each MMORPG you named, please answer the following questions separately. 

Name of the MMORPG 

19. How often do or did you play this game? 
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20. How long have you been actively playing this game (at least once per week)? 

21. You can skip this if you only played one MMORPG. Name of the second MMORPG 

22. How often did you play this game? 

23. How long have you been actively playing this game (at least once per week)? 

24. You can skip this if you only played one or two MMORPGs. Name of the third 

MMORPG 

25. How often did you play this game? 

26. How long have you been actively playing this game (at least once per week)? 

27. You can skip this if you played three or fewer MMORPGs. Name of the fourth 

MMORPG 

28. How often did you play this game? 

29. How long have you been actively playing this game (at least once per week)? 

30. You can skip this if you played four or fewer MMORPGs. Name of the fifth 

MMORPG 

31. How often did you play this game? 

32. How long have you been actively playing this game (at least once per week)? 

33. Which MMORPG have you played the most in your life 

34. Please estimate the time you spent playing, when you played it the most 

35. How much do you know about the storyline? Please rank from 0 (I know nothing) to 5 

(I know all the story) 

36. How much do you know about the universe of that MMORPG? Please rate from 0 (I 

know nothing) to 5 (I know all the racial traits and the laws, the evolution and 

relationships etc.) 

37. How many quests have you completed? Please rate from 0 (None actually) to 5 (All of 

them, several times) 

38. How much do you know about the NPCs in the MMORPG? Please rate from 0 

(Nothing) to 5 (everything there is to know. I even had merchandise of some) 

39. How much story did you make up for your own character(s)? Please rate from 0 (the 

story the game dictates) to 5 (a whole story including relatives and childhood) 

40. How important is the outfit and look of your character(s)? Please rate from 0 (not 

important) to 5 (I am willing to deal with disadvantages for the sake of my characters 

look and outfit. Eg. ‘The character doesn’t wear shoes, ever. So there is fewer armor’) 

41. How much time do you spend on the MMORPG and its universe apart from playing? 

Eg. In forums, in guilds, on artwork, reading updates, optimising add-ons, researching 
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strategies etc. Please rate from 0 (none, I only play) to 5 (more than on actually 

playing the game) 

42. How important is social interaction with other players to you? Please rate from 0 (is 

actually annoying) to 5 (is the most important thing for me) 

43. How much money did you spend on the MMORPG so far? Excluding the game itself 

and monthly fees. Please estimate the amount in Euros 

44. How big is your social community in that MMORPG? Please estimate the amount of 

people 

Reasons to quit 

45. Have you quit the MMORPG that you played the most in your life? 

46. Have you ever quit an MMORPG? 

47. No more time 

48. Gameplay became too Easy 

49. My class/race got nerfed 

50. I hated the new patch 

51. There weren’t enough options to personalise my character 

52. Something else in the gamemechanics changed 

53. Stupid story development 

54. Not enough quests 

55. Too many/ too repetitive quests 

56. Too much necessary farming/Too many daily quests 

57. Too expensive 

58. Not catchy anymore/I got bored 

59. I wanted to stop the ‘bad habit’ 

60. I got addicted 

61. I felt like I was wasting time 

62. I got in a fight/unpleasant situation with other players 

63. I hated relying on other players 

64. I got banned 

65. I achieved all my personal goals and moved on with my life 

66. It just wasn’t fun anymore 

67. I found a better MMORPG 

68. Do you think the responsible people behind that MMORPG could have kept you 

playing, at least for a few more days? 
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Opinions 

69. What should they have done (not done) to keep you as a player? Please be as precise 

as possible or use bullet points 

I.II. Survey Screenshots 

 

Figure 23: Screenshot of survey. Question 1 including background 

 

Figure 24: Screenshot of survey. Question 2 
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Figure 25: Screenshot of survey. Question 3 

 

 

Figure 26: Screenshot of survey. Question 4 
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Figure 27: Screenshot of survey. Question 5 

 

 

Figure 28: Screenshot of survey. Question 6 
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Figure 29: Screenshot of survey. Question 7 

 

 

Figure 30: Screenshot of survey. Question 8 
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Figure 31: Screenshot of survey. Question 9 

 

 

Figure 32: Screenshot of survey. Question 10 
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Figure 33: Screenshot of survey. Question 11 

 

 

Figure 34: Screenshot of survey. Question 12 
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Figure 35: Screenshot of survey. Question 13-17 
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Figure 36: Screenshot of survey. Question 18-20 
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Figure 37: Screenshot of survey. Question 21-23 
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Figure 38: Screenshot of survey. Question 24-26 
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Figure 39: Screenshot of survey. Question 27-29 
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Figure 40: Screenshot of survey. Question 30-32 
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Figure 41: Screenshot of survey. Question 33-34 
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Figure 42: Screenshot of survey. Question 35 
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Figure 43: Screenshot of survey. Question 36 

 

 

Figure 44: Screenshot of survey. Question 37 
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Figure 45: Screenshot of survey. Question 38 

 

 

Figure 46: Screenshot of survey. Question 39 
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Figure 47: Screenshot of survey. Question 39 

 

 

Figure 48: Screenshot of survey. Question 40 
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Figure 49: Screenshot of survey. Question 41 

 

 

Figure 50: Screenshot of survey. Question 42 

 

 

Figure 51: Screenshot of survey. Question 43 
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Figure 52: Screenshot of survey. Question 44 

 

 

Figure 53: Screenshot of survey. Question 45 

 

 

Figure 54: Screenshot of survey. Question 46 

 

 

Figure 55: Screenshot of survey. Question 47 
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Figure 56: Screenshot of survey. Question 48 

 

 

Figure 57: Screenshot of survey. Question 49 

 

 

Figure 58: Screenshot of survey. Question 50 

 

 

Figure 59: Screenshot of survey. Question 51 
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Figure 60: Screenshot of survey. Question 52 

 

 

Figure 61: Screenshot of survey. Question 53 

 

 

Figure 62: Screenshot of survey. Question 54 

 

 

Figure 63: Screenshot of survey. Question 55 
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Figure 64: Screenshot of survey. Question 56 

 

 

Figure 65: Screenshot of survey. Question 57 

 

 

Figure 66: Screenshot of survey. Question 58 

 

 

Figure 67: Screenshot of survey. Question 59 
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Figure 68: Screenshot of survey. Question 60 

 

 

Figure 69: Screenshot of survey. Question 61 

 

 

Figure 70: Screenshot of survey. Question 62 

 

 

Figure 71: Screenshot of survey. Question 63 

 

 

Figure 72: Screenshot of survey. Question 64 
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Figure 73: Screenshot of survey. Question 65 

 

 

Figure 74: Screenshot of survey. Question 66 

 

 

Figure 75: Screenshot of survey. Question 67 

 

II. TABLES FOR FILTERGROUP 1 THE UNNESSECARILY LOST PLAYERS 

How much do you know about the storyline? Please rank from 0 (I know nothing) to 5 (I 

know all the story) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Nothing, I always skip the 

reading and the videos 

6 4,2 4,2 4,2 
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I skip most of the reading but 

watch the videos and remember 

some of the story 

17 11,9 12,0 16,2 

I know most of the main story 38 26,6 26,8 43,0 

I know the main story really well 9 6,3 6,3 49,3 

I am very familiar with the main 

story and some of the sidestories 

61 42,7 43,0 92,3 

I know everything! Even the 

smallest sidestories! 

11 7,7 7,7 100,0 

Total 142 99,3 100,0  

Missing 999 1 ,7   

Total 143 100,0   

Table 10. 8: Stroyline involvement of unnecessarily lost players 

 

How much do you know about the universe of that MMORPG? Please rate from 0 (I know 

nothing) to 5 (I know all the racial traits and the laws, the evolution and relationships 

etc.) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid I know nothing about the 

universe the races or laws or 

whatever 

4 2,8 2,8 2,8 

I don't pay a lot of attention to the 

universe, but I know a few things 

13 9,1 9,2 12,0 

I have most of the information 

about the universe which is 

accessible inside the game 

38 26,6 26,8 38,7 

I know everything the game told 

me about the universe 

17 11,9 12,0 50,7 

I did some research on the 

universe outside of the game 

45 31,5 31,7 82,4 
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I know all the racial traits and the 

laws, the evolution and 

relationships 

25 17,5 17,6 100,0 

Total 142 99,3 100,0  

Missing 999 1 ,7   

Total 143 100,0   

Table 10. 9 Universe involvement of unnecessarily lost players 

 

How many quests have you completed? Please rate from 0 (None actually) to 5 (All of 

them, several times) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Only the tutorial and a few beginner 

quests 

8 5,6 5,6 5,6 

Only the quests for the main storyline 4 2,8 2,8 8,5 

The quests for the main storyline and 

sidequests that were on the way 

58 40,6 40,8 49,3 

All the main- and almost all the 

sidequests 

48 33,6 33,8 83,1 

All the main- and sidequests more 

than once 

24 16,8 16,9 100,0 

Total 142 99,3 100,0  

Missing 999 1 ,7   

Total 143 100,0   

Table 10. 10: Quest involvement of unnecessarily lost players 

 

How important is social interaction with other players to you? Please rate from 0 (is 

actually annoying) to 5 (is the most important thing for me) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Is actually annoying 23 16,1 16,2 16,2 

I dont mind it 14 9,8 9,9 26,1 

Don’t care at all 29 20,3 20,4 46,5 
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I actually like it 21 14,7 14,8 61,3 

Is one of the main reasons I play 43 30,1 30,3 91,5 

Is the most important thing 12 8,4 8,5 100,0 

Total 142 99,3 100,0  

Missing 999 1 ,7   

Total 143 100,0   

Table 10. 11: Importance of social interaction of unnecessarily lost players 

 

III. TABLES FOR FILTERGROUP 2 THOSE WHO DON’T HAVE TIME 

ANYMORE 

 

How much do you know about the universe of that MMORPG? Please 

rate from 0 (I know nothing) to 5 (I know all the racial traits and the laws, 

the evolution and relationships etc.) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid I know nothing 

about the 

universe the 

races or laws or 

whatever 

1 2,2 2,3 2,3 

I have most of 

the information 

about the 

universe which 

is accessible 

inside the game 

17 37,0 38,6 40,9 

I know 

everything the 

game told me 

about the 

universe 

2 4,3 4,5 45,5 
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I did some 

research on the 

universe 

outside of the 

game 

12 26,1 27,3 72,7 

I know all the 

racial traits and 

the laws, the 

evolution and 

relationships 

12 26,1 27,3 100,0 

Total 44 95,7 100,0  

Missin

g 

999 2 4,3 
  

Total 46 100,0   

Table 11. 4: Universe involvement of those who don’t have time anymore 

 

How important is social interaction with other players to you? Please rate 

from 0 (is actually annoying) to 5 (is the most important thing for me) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid I dont mind it 7 15,2 15,9 15,9 

Don’t care at 

all 

8 17,4 18,2 34,1 

I actually like it 12 26,1 27,3 61,4 

Is one of the 

main reasons I 

play 

10 21,7 22,7 84,1 

Is the most 

important thing 

7 15,2 15,9 100,0 

Total 44 95,7 100,0  

Missin

g 

999 2 4,3 
  

Total 46 100,0   

Table 11. 5: Importance of social interaction of those who don’t have time anymore 
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How much do you know about the storyline? Please rank from 0 (I know 

nothing) to 5 (I know all the story) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid I skip most of 

the reading but 

watch the 

videos and 

remember 

some of the 

story 

6 13,0 13,6 13,6 

I know most of 

the main story 

10 21,7 22,7 36,4 

I know the 

main story 

really well 

5 10,9 11,4 47,7 

I am very 

familiar with 

the main story 

and some of 

the sidestories 

15 32,6 34,1 81,8 

I know 

everything! 

Even the 

smallest 

sidestories! 

8 17,4 18,2 100,0 

Total 44 95,7 100,0  

Missin

g 

999 2 4,3 
  

Total 46 100,0   

Table 11. 6: Stroyline involvement of those who don’t have time anymore 
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How many quests have you completed? Please rate from 0 (None actually) 

to 5 (All of them, several times) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Only the quests 

for the main 

storyline 

2 4,3 4,5 4,5 

The quests for 

the main 

storyline and 

sidequests that 

were on the 

way 

13 28,3 29,5 34,1 

All the main- 

and almost all 

the sidequests 

16 34,8 36,4 70,5 

All the main- 

and sidequests 

more than once 

13 28,3 29,5 100,0 

Total 44 95,7 100,0  

Missin

g 

999 2 4,3 
  

Total 46 100,0   

Table 11. 7: Quest involvement of those who don’t have time anymore 

 

IV. TABLES FOR FILTERGROUP 3 THE ACTIVE PLAYERS 

How much do you know about the storyline? Please rank from 0 (I know 

nothing) to 5 (I know all the story) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 
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Valid Nothing, I 

always skip the 

reading and the 

videos 

1 2,6 2,6 2,6 

I skip most of 

the reading but 

watch the 

videos and 

remember 

some of the 

story 

4 10,3 10,3 12,8 

I know most of 

the main story 

4 10,3 10,3 23,1 

I know the 

main story 

really well 

2 5,1 5,1 28,2 

I am very 

familiar with 

the main story 

and some of 

the sidestories 

16 41,0 41,0 69,2 

I know 

everything! 

Even the 

smallest 

sidestories! 

12 30,8 30,8 100,0 

Total 39 100,0 100,0  

Table 12. 3: Stroyline involvement of the active players 

 

How much do you know about the universe of that MMORPG? Please 

rate from 0 (I know nothing) to 5 (I know all the racial traits and the 

laws, the evolution and relationships etc.) 
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 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid I don't pay a lot 

of attention to 

the universe, 

but I know a 

few things 

2 5,1 5,1 5,1 

I have most of 

the information 

about the 

universe which 

is accessible 

inside the game 

8 20,5 20,5 25,6 

I did some 

research on the 

universe 

outside of the 

game 

13 33,3 33,3 59,0 

I know all the 

racial traits and 

the laws, the 

evolution and 

relationships 

16 41,0 41,0 100,0 

Total 39 100,0 100,0  

Table 12. 4: Universe involvement of the active players 

 

How many quests have you completed? Please rate from 0 (None 

actually) to 5 (All of them, several times) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Only the quests 

for the main 

storyline 

2 5,1 5,1 5,1 
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The quests for 

the main 

storyline and 

sidequests that 

were on the 

way 

7 17,9 17,9 23,1 

All the main- 

and almost all 

the sidequests 

17 43,6 43,6 66,7 

All the main- 

and sidequests 

more than once 

13 33,3 33,3 100,0 

Total 39 100,0 100,0  

Table 12. 5: Quest involvement of the active players 

 

How important is social interaction with other players to you? Please 

rate from 0 (is actually annoying) to 5 (is the most important thing for 

me) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Is actually 

annoying 

1 2,6 2,6 2,6 

I dont mind it 3 7,7 7,7 10,3 

Don’t care at 

all 

8 20,5 20,5 30,8 

I actually like it 8 20,5 20,5 51,3 

Is one of the 

main reasons I 

play 

13 33,3 33,3 84,6 

Is the most 

important thing 

6 15,4 15,4 100,0 

Total 39 100,0 100,0  

Table 12. 6: Importance of social interaction of the active players 
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How important is the outfit and look of your character(s)? Please rate 

from 0 (not important) to 5 (I am willing to deal with disadvantages for 

the sake of my characters look and outfit. Eg. ‘The character doesn’t 

wear shoes, ever. So there is fewer amor’ 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid The outfit is 

not important 

at all 

3 7,7 7,7 7,7 

My character 

wears whatever 

gives the most 

benefits 

11 28,2 28,2 35,9 

I equip my 

character 

mainly with 

what his class 

would actually 

wear 

3 7,7 7,7 43,6 

My character 

only wears 

outfits suitable 

for the class 

7 17,9 17,9 61,5 

I try to make it 

look good, 

even if my 

character gets 

some 

disadvantages 

10 25,6 25,6 87,2 
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My characters 

outfit reflects 

some 

story/habit and 

I am willing to 

deal with 

serious 

disatvantages 

5 12,8 12,8 100,0 

Total 39 100,0 100,0  

Table 12. 7: Importance of look for the active players 

 

  V. TABLES FOR FILTERGROUP 4 THE SEARCHERS 

How much do you know about the storyline? Please rank from 0 (I know 

nothing) to 5 (I know all the story) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Nothing, I 

always skip the 

reading and the 

videos 

1 1,1 1,1 1,1 

I skip most of 

the reading but 

watch the 

videos and 

remember 

some of the 

story 

10 11,0 11,0 12,1 

I know most of 

the main story 

18 19,8 19,8 31,9 

I know the 

main story 

really well 

5 5,5 5,5 37,4 
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I am very 

familiar with 

the main story 

and some of 

the sidestories 

40 44,0 44,0 81,3 

I know 

everything! 

Even the 

smallest 

sidestories! 

17 18,7 18,7 100,0 

Total 91 100,0 100,0  

Table 13. 5: Stroyline involvement of the searchers 

 

How much do you know about the universe of that MMORPG? Please 

rate from 0 (I know nothing) to 5 (I know all the racial traits and the 

laws, the evolution and relationships etc.) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid I know nothing 

about the 

universe the 

races or laws or 

whatever 

1 1,1 1,1 1,1 

I don't pay a lot 

of attention to 

the universe, 

but I know a 

few things 

3 3,3 3,3 4,4 
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I have most of 

the information 

about the 

universe which 

is accessible 

inside the game 

26 28,6 28,6 33,0 

I know 

everything the 

game told me 

about the 

universe 

10 11,0 11,0 44,0 

I did some 

research on the 

universe 

outside of the 

game 

24 26,4 26,4 70,3 

I know all the 

racial traits and 

the laws, the 

evolution and 

relationships 

27 29,7 29,7 100,0 

Total 91 100,0 100,0  

Table 13. 6: Universe involvement of the searchers 

 

How many quests have you completed? Please rate from 0 (None 

actually) to 5 (All of them, several times) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 
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Valid None, actually, 

I build a 

character but 

never really 

finished the 

tutorial 

1 1,1 1,1 1,1 

Only the 

tutorial and a 

few beginner 

quests 

2 2,2 2,2 3,3 

Only the quests 

for the main 

storyline 

1 1,1 1,1 4,4 

The quests for 

the main 

storyline and 

sidequests that 

were on the 

way 

25 27,5 27,5 31,9 

All the main- 

and almost all 

the sidequests 

34 37,4 37,4 69,2 

All the main- 

and sidequests 

more than once 

28 30,8 30,8 100,0 

Total 91 100,0 100,0  

Table 13. 7: Quest involvement of the searchers 

 

How important is social interaction with other players to you? Please 

rate from 0 (is actually annoying) to 5 (is the most important thing for 

me) 

 Frequency Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 
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Valid Is actually 

annoying 

4 4,4 4,4 4,4 

I dont mind it 9 9,9 9,9 14,3 

Don’t care at 

all 

7 7,7 7,7 22,0 

I actually like it 20 22,0 22,0 44,0 

Is one of the 

main reasons I 

play 

38 41,8 41,8 85,7 

Is the most 

important thing 

13 14,3 14,3 100,0 

Total 91 100,0 100,0  

Table 13. 8: Importance of social interaction of the searchers 

 

VI. TABLE OF OPINIONS 

 

CONTNENT 

More content, more quality in content 

More catchy content 

More group content. 

Less homogenizing. Less short cuts. There wasn't enough to do. Very repetitive grind. PvP 
could have been balanced much better. 

If the quests weren't so repetitive and the game was more casual. Raiding was way too 
elitist and wasn't ever able to learn without getting kicked from groups. 

I don't know, I don't like how people only think about raids these days.. Raiding for raid 
gear to finish the raid faster(??). There's no point in killing something to get better gear if 
there's no next content. I think I just got so bored at this same path after playing some years 
that I just lost my interest in raids that'll give me rewards that are worthless in the next 
expansion. I just want to go out for adventures in games again. 

1. The quests needed a bit more variety. There was one point where I had taken at least 8 
"kill x monster" quests in a row, and all from different NPCs in the same area of a single 
town. That made the town seem boring. 
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2. The items needed to be let down a bit. The paying players got all the coolest stuff in the 
game and non-paying players were left with stuff so basic with so little benefit to wearing 
that there was no point bothering with it. 
3. The towns needed reasons to go there. I found at least three towns supposedly no one had 
a reason to go to, so they were totally deserted. Made the game look not so fun after that. I 
mean, I couldn't even find anyone willing to join up with me to do the higher level quests 
found in those towns. 

release patches more frequently 

Not think quantity equals quality when it concerns patches and updates 

update more. In World of Warcraft you got a big addon and than close to nothing for 2 
years. 

Housing options, that are not  the Garison 

I quit playing during a very long period between major game updates. If I had known when 
it was going to release I might have stayed. 

Make reliable NPCs , make a good story line, KILL THE GODDAMN FETCH QUESTS 

Since I don't play as regularly as others, social standing is something I normally miss out 
on, meaning that if a game doesn't have suitable content that will allow my character to 
progress, I won't continue. What else am I playing for? All too often games let you reach 
the level cap and make you enter a horrible grind for gear that not only is not satisfying 
aesthetically, but offers only a marginal increase to stats. Being able to explore new areas, 
interact with the world and advance my avatar is what keeps me hooked. 

Mehr Content in Form von neuen Missionen/Quests, bestenfalls Solo oder weitere Add-Ons 

More content like new missions/quests preferably solo or more add-ons. 

Mehr Content. 

More content 

Die Hauptstory hätte länger sein müssen. Diese wurde für Star Trek Online aber über Seasons bereits stark 
erweitertert, so dass ich in Zukunft ggf. noch einmal anfangen werde (weiter) zu spielen. 

The main storyline should have been longer. But for Star Trek Online they already extended 
it. So I might actually start playing it again in the future. 

schnellere neueren content. 

newer content faster. 

Das Endgame war sehr schlecht. Sie hätten Equpments mit unterschiedlichen Stats und weitere PvE 
Instanzen  hinzufügen sollen. 

The endgame was just really bad. They should have put in more items with various skillsets 
and more PvE instances 
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mehr langzeit Motivation durch mehr lvl etc. 
weniger ewiges Farmen um ein Quest abzuschließen oder ein Level aufzusteigen 

More long-term motivation by adding more levels and less annoying farming for 
completing a quest or raising a level. 

Bei Star Wars: The Old Republic gab es immer wieder Budget- / Zeitplanprobleme in der Entwicklung neuer 
Patches. Bugs und vergebliches Warten auf versprochene Patches haben nicht wirklich Grund gegeben zu 
bleiben 

Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic had reoccurring budget- /timeproblems in the 
development of new patches. Bugs and the waiting for promised patches didn’t exactly give 
a lot of reason to stay. 

mehr Story-Content bereitstellen 

More story-content 

Questsystem weniger repetitiv; mehr Goodies für Langzeitspieler (wie Echtgeld-Items ohne Investition) 

Have a less repetitive quest-system; more goodies for long term players (like giving them 
items that are usually only purchasable with real money) 

Sie hätten ein Spiel erstellen sollen, dass tatsächlich interessante Inhalte bietet und nicht nur leveln um zu 
farmen, um zu leveln um zu farmen... 

They should have created a game which actually provides interesting content and not only 
farming to level up to farm to level up to farm… 

Mit dem Erscheinen des Nachfolgers kam kein neuer Content mehr und die Mitspieler haben gefehlt. 
Ansonsten hätte ich es weiter gespielt. 

The release of the successor did not bring more content and the co-players were missing. 

If not for that I would have played on. 

mehr in den Ausbau/die Entwicklung des Spiels stecken sollen 

Put more effort into extending/developing the game. 

Die Einführung massiven Grinds hat meine Motivation/Spielspaß mit der Zeit zerstört. Dazu kamen lange 
Strecken ohne neuen Content (z.B. Erweiterungen) und gebrochene Versprechungen in vielen Bereichen des 
Spiels. Die täglichen Belohnugen für Verliese wurden quasi auf 0 reduziert, was außerdem viele meiner 
Bekannten zum Aufhören bewegt hat und mir, als zeitweise sehr aktiver Spieler in diesem Bereich, das 
Vertrauen zu den Entwicklern genommen hat. 

The introduction of massive grind has destroyed my fun and motivation over time. On top 

of that I had to wait a long time for new content (eg expansions) and unfulfilled promises in 

many areas of the game.  

The daily rewards for dungeons were practically reduced to 0 – which made a lot of my 
acquaintances quit and for me, as a very active player for a certain amount of time, it 
destroyed my trust in the developers. 
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Häufigere Aktualisierungen der Spielinhalte und mehr Endgame einzelspielerinhalte 

More frequent updates of gamemechanics and more singleplayer endgame content 

mehr Endgame-Content. Dieser war quasi nicht vorhanden 

More endgame content, there was practidcally none. 

Weniger Farmen; mehr Story 

Less farming, more story 

Mehr Raid-Content, häufigere Updates, da sonst monatelanger "Stillstand" eintritt. 

 

Less content 

dangle the carrot CLOSER; it always felt like the fun was a long time away and would 
require too much work to obtain 

Weniger Content mit jedem Patch herausbringen, so dass man auch als Casual Gamer auch dann noch 
mitkommt, wenn man sich nicht erst mal alles zu den neuen Spielmechaniken durchlesen muss um wieder 
richtig gut zu werden. So etwas mag am Anfang spannend sein, aber wenn sich das häuft, verliert man das 
Interesse wegen einem Überfluss an neuen Informationen. 

Put less content into every patch. So a casual can also be a good gamer without having to 
read all the patchnotes everytime. Things like that might be exciting in the beginning, but if 
this inflates, one loses interest just because there are too many new informations. 

Die spielmechanik nicht so sehr verkomplizieren, ich hatte mir das spiel ursprünglich wegen der wenigen 
entscheidungsmöglichkeiten ausgesucht, die dann aber nachträglich noch hinzu kamen 

Not complicate the gamemechanics. I chose the game because of the limited decisions, but 
later there were more. 

 

Other content complaints 

Make the game more as a game rather than a task to fulfill and a world more enjoying even 
if you don't find people to run a round with. Having others to fulfill something shouldn't be 
a necessity, so much goddamn party waiting. 

Make the story engaging but not simplistic (I. E. The player should not be the main hero of 
the story, they should be just a part of a bigger picture). Also the game play is far too easy 
and no longer needs teamwork to get through areas.  

Make it so you can level up without grinding for WEEKS 

They should make character progression more rewarding. The most important thing to me 
as a player in an MMO is world development, wealth & avatar capital (e.g. levels and gear) 
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and maybe even social standing. If none of these are met then it's unlikely I'll continue 
playing.  

- Die Geschichte der Welt logisch und nachvollziehbar weiterentwickeln 
- Mir nicht das Gefühl geben mehr über die Geschichte und Eigenarten zu wissen als die Entwickler selbst 

- Develop the story of the world logic and relatable. 

-Don’t give me the feeling of knowing more about the world and the storyline than the 
developers. 

Das Kampfsystem wurde massiv verändert, sodass es mehr wie größere MMOs ist, infolgedessen brachen die 
Nutzerzahlen ein, aber statt zu reagieren hielt man daran fest. 

The fight-system was massively changed, so the game became similar to the bigger MMOs. 
As a result the playerbase dropped down, but instead of reacting, they kept it that way. 

BALANCING 

Stop balancing classes just because of pvp. Stop changing whole classes with every 
expansion (spell rotations, main spell changes). 
Shadow Priest gameplay got broken with Dreanor.^^ 

Not nerfed as many things as they did at one time 

As you may be aware, Runescape was butchered around 10 years ago which altered PvP in 
game forever. The re-release of the oldschool version is an improvement but it will never 
match the original PvP. I understan the reasons for changing PvP as the rules and mechanics 
could be manipulated, however an element of fun was lost with the 'fixes'. 

Sie hätten das Skillsystem bzw. den Skilltree nicht so dermaßen stützen dürfen. Dadurch ging quasi 
jede Möglichkeit verloren, seinen Charakter nach eigenen Vorlieben zu skillen oder sich auch 
einfach nur die beste Skillung rauszusuchen und diese dann auch zu beherrschen. 

 

TARGET GROUP/ GAME CHANGED 

The game changed too much and started to cater to different playerbase than it used to 

- Too long development of useless uninteresting patches for new expansions 
- Destroying Maps and Game mechanics 
- wrong priorities of important parts of the game 

They should not habe changed so mich (EoC, Goblin-Roulette, Salomons Store etc.) 

They removed some things from the game that the admins didn't like but all the players 
really enjoyed. It took away a lot of fun for many people. 

Bring back 10-man raids. Make raiding available without requiring hours of farming.  
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Make World of Warcraft feel like a world again, not just a place for a q to pop 

Not catered to the "casual" gamer.  I enjoy more of a challenge. 

kept the game simple 

EOC killer of dreams 

Not turn it into a P2W crap game and make it impossible to solo things, even story. Also 
every new class introduced was a hybrid that made people no longer want the old classes in 
their party, they shouldn't have done that. 

Das Spiel (World of Warcraft) wurde zunehmend einfacher gestaltet so das persönlicher "Erfolg" nur noch im 
nahezu "Pro" bereich möglich war. Es gab keine "Mittelschicht" mehr, Raids wurden über den Raidfinder zu 
einem "mal schnell die Raids für die Weekly machen" und waren so einfach, das selbst gröbste Fehler nicht 
zum Fehlschlag des Raids wurden. Andererseits hat sich der Aufwand der Organisation eines selbstständigen 
Raids nicht mehr gelohnt, da ich (und auch meine Freunde) auf einem Level spielen, das leider in der 
weiteren Gestaltung des Spiels nicht berücksichtigt wurde. 

World of Warcraft became increasingly easier, so a personal ‚success‘ was almost only possible in 
‚pro‘ play. There was no ‘middleclass’ anymore, the raidfinder made raids a ‘quickly do the raids 
for the weekly-event and they were so easy, that even the biggest mistake wouldn’t make the raid a 
fail. On the other hand, organizing an own raid wasn’t worth the effort anymore because I (and my 
friends too) was playing on a level, that wasn’t considered at the gamedesign anymore. 

- Beibehaltung der Talentbäume 
- Wiedereinführung der Dungeon-Suche nur Serverweit 
- Less einfach im Endgame 

- Spiel nicht vereinfachen! 
--> zB Elite-Gegner schwer halten, um Gruppenspiel zu fördern 
- Das Grundprinzip für zB Talentverteilung beibehalten 
- Klassenkonzepte nicht zu stark verändern (Klassen sollten spezifisch bleiben, nicht jeder kann 
alles) 
- klassenspezifische Quests nicht abschaffen 
--> Einzigartigkeit von Klassen bewahren 

Sie hätten zusätzlich zum neuen Patch auch die alte Version behalten und betreuen sollen 

- Spiel nicht zu sehr auf casuals auslegen; mehr wert auf skill statt Grind legen 

Mehr Personalisierungsmöglichkeiten 
Aufhören, das Spiel einfacher zu machen ( dadurch wurde die Community im Vergleich zu Vanilla-
Zeiten nur noch ätzend ) 
Fragwürdige Designentscheidungen ( zB fadenscheinige Argumente, warum ein Volk auf einmal 
eine bestimmte Klasse bekam ( Tauren-Paladine, ernsthaft?)) 
Das Spiel entwickelte sich eher dahingehend, jedem alles zu bieten, als dass man für gutes SPielen 
entsprechend belohnt wird 
Das grundsätzliche Design, dass das eigene Handeln eher wenig Einfluss auf die Spielwelt als 
solches nimmt ( da 15 Minuten später die Monster, die man besiegt, wieder spwanen und somit 
eigentlich keine GEfahr gebannt ist oder ähnliches, das liegt aber eher in der Natur der 
MMORPGs) 
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Das Spiel hat Teile verstärkt die ich nicht interessant fand und musste dadurch Dinge aufgeben, für 
die ich gespielt habe. Der Fokus hat sich also verschoben in eine Richtung die mir persönlich 
weniger Spaß gemacht hat. 

das Spiel nicht immer einfacher machen. 

Nicht zu einfahc machen 

World of Warcraft, bzw. Blizzard, hat den Fehler gemacht, zu sehr auf die sog. "Flamer" in Foren 
zu hören, die sich ständig darüber beschwerten, dass sie einen Gegner oder Dungeon nicht sofort 
ohne Anstrengung besiegen konnten. 
Auch wurde an der Geschichte so viel herumgedoktert, dass es mit der Originalversion nichts mehr 
zu tun hatte. 
Zudem... ging es vom Erfahrungsanstieg von einem in das andere Extreme. In der Classicversion 
konnte/musste man sämtliche Quests von allen Kontinenten machen und hatte immer noch kein 
Levelup. In der jetzigen Version, bzw. der Version vor dem Pandapatch, hatte man ein Gebiet zu 
Less als der Hälfte erquestet und war schon vom Level her so weit, dass es "nichts mehr gebracht 
hätte", weiter die Gegend zu erkunden. 
Die Klassen wurden auch komplett und mehrmals über den Haufen geworfen. Ein Classicpriester 
gegen einen jetzigen Priester im direkten Duell wäre interessant anzusehen... weil das komplett 
verschiedene Fähigkeiten sind, passiv und aktiv. 
Das alles hat dazu geführt, dass ich dieses Spiel nicht mehr holen werde, egal, was kommt. Diese 
Firma ist nur am schnellen Geld interessiert. Hauptsache, der Masse nach. Wer am lautesten 
krakeelt, wird bedient. Da kann ich auch gleich RP auf Facebook machen. 

 

SOCIAL 

Cross-realm and the dungeon finder destroyed communities.  The top reason I quit playing 
was because all of my friends drifted apart and/or stopped playing.  The fact that you no 
longer needed to form social relationships to play a social game destroyed everything that 
made the game enjoyable- which was spending time with other people, making friends, and 
beating the game together. 

Adapt with their changing player demographics.  

It became clear that I wasn't as into mmorpgs as some of the other players and so I fell 
behind in getting the best gear etc. This made co-op quests difficult if I wasn't up to their 
standard.  
Co-op quests were required to complete the main story in some places. I just wanted to 
know the story and play by myself.  

It got boring. They made it less about building a community and more about leveling and 
status (introducing things like the PuG finder thing, focusing on pets- though previously I 
loved pets- and allowing server changes, talent respecs whenever, among other things). It 
made the game less interesting than single player. No one cared about knowing people- you 
don't need to "know" a healer or a tank anymore, you just used the LFG thing. It became a 
single player game where the majority of npcs were whiny 15 year old assholes. 
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Das Spiel weiter anspruchsvoll gestalten, so dass mein Freundeskreis nicht "weiterzieht" 

Keep the game demanding, so my friends don’t move on. 

Der Server wurde geschlossen und die Migration auf einen anderen Server verlief schlecht, War kompliziert, 
hat einige meiner Mitspieler abgeschreckt 

The server was shut down and moving to another server was complicated, so some of my 
fellow gamers were frightened away 

Mehr gruppenspiel fördern 

Support group play more 

Das Spiel wurde mir zu anonym. Die Gruppensuche ging plötzlich automatisch und es wurde nur noch durch 
die Instanzen gehetzt, ohne miteinander zu reden. 

The game became to anonymous for me. The groupfinding was suddenly automatic and one 
rushed through the instances without talking to each other. 

 

PAYMENT 

-no paywall for more quest/regions 

If I could have played free. Not saying that's the best option for them but it's the main 
reason I stopped.  There were other games I enjoyed that I didn't need to pay a monthly fee 
for.  And because I was paying monthly for the game, I wanted to make it "worth it" and 
play a lot, which led to me not playing other games I previously enjoyed. 

It was a 'freemium' game so progress was hard without spending money 

Es gab neue level und storry auf die man nur Zugriff hat wenn man sich win abo kauft und man konnte als 
f2player nicht mehr mit gildenleuten mit da man das maxlevel nicht bekommen kann. 

There were new levels and story one could only access with buying the win-subscription. A 
free to play gamer couldn’t join people who were in guilds anymore because the maximum 
level wasn’t achievable. 

Nicht alles, wofür man Echtgeld zahlen musste auf einmal für fast umsonst mit der Standard Ingame-Währung 
anbieten 

Not offer everything that had to be bought with real money for almost free and purchasable 
with ingame currency. 

Kein f.cking free to play erst mit pay to win verknüpfen dann durch den Schwierigkeitsgrad indirekt ein pay to 
play Spiel im high Level Bereich daraus machen... 

Don’t f*ing connect the free to play with pay to win and then increase the difficulty, so that 
it effectively becomes a pay to play game in the higher levels. 
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Es nicht so teuer wäre... 

It wasn’t so expensive… 

 

GAME LIFECYCLE END PROBLEMS 

Nicht alle deutschen Server erst als Cluster zusammenlegen und dann letzlich ganz abzuschalten 

Not put all German servers into one cluster and then completely shut them down. 

Nicht die Server abstellen 

Not shut down the servers 

Kompetenteren Publisher finden, mehr Geld investieren. 

Find a more competent publisher, invest more money. 

Sie hätte nicht einfach die server abschalten dürfen ;) 

get more people to play the game 

Nun Ja, es wäre von Vorteil gewesen, wenn der Entwickler nicht pleitegegangen wäre und das Spiel 
nicht eingestampft worden wäre. ;) ... aber selbst dann hätte ich sicher irgendwann unweigerlich 
aufgehört. Ein ver-mmorpg-tes DSA-Spiel reißt einen (ehemaligen) Pen&Paper-Spieler einfach 
nicht vom Hocker. Das Gameplay bei dieser Art Spiel ist mir einfach zu primitiv, zu wenig auf eine 
Story ausgerichtet, wie etwa bei alten Konsolen-RPGs (Breath-of-Fire-Serie, Final Fantasy, 
etcc.pp.). Mit ständigem Aufgelevel, Farming, Gildenkack kann man mich nicht lange begeistern. 
Das ist eine zeitlang sehr meditativ und es macht Spaß, auch mal bei etwas Sinnlosem eine Weile zu 
versumpfen, lange hält man einen Spieler, der Spiele mit etwas mehr Herz&Verstand bevorzugt, 
damit aber nicht. Ist einfach ein Genreproblem, daß diese Art Spiele eher für den modernen 
'Nichtspieler' geeignet sind, der diesen Nerdstuff noch vor zwanzig Yeshren ums Verrecken nicht 
angefaßt hätte (und es im Grunde noch immer nicht tut, spielt er doch nur ein 'als ob'-Spiel). Es ist 
kein Problem eines speziellen Spiels. 

 

OTHER/MANY OF THE ABOVE 

They stopped fucking things up 
They stopped releasing useless aesthetic updates 
They stopped ruining the economy 
They stopped adding grinding skills to eke out a little more playtime 
They gave players a purpose in the world 
Why did they multiply all the statistics by 10? WHY? WHAT DID THAT ACHIEVE? 
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Not coded a section of the game I had to spend time in as a literal salt flat. Boring quests 
and boring visuals made me realize the rest of the game was pretty boring too.  

- No local servers (ping exceeded 250) - Class balance was a joke - The slow but certain 
creep of P2W - Trion's pandering to the cash whales - Trion being a horrible company in 
general 

Farming-BOTs bannen 

Ban farming-BOTs 

Diese Frage ist wie der Vergleich von Äpfeln und Birnen, beides Obst und doch unterschiedlich. Jedes 
MMORPG hat seine Vor- als auch Nachteile und man wendet sich am ende dem zu, wo die Vorteile für einen 
Überwiegen. Mann wäre natürlich wohl bei dem anderen Spiel geblieben, wenn es eben diese Vorteile des 
anderen auch hätte. Nur würde sich die Frage dann nicht stellen. 

This question is comparing apples to pears, both fruit, but different. Every MMORPG has its merits 
and flaws and in the end one will turn towards the one which has the most merits. Most certainly 
one would have stayed at the other game if one thought that had the most merits, but in that case the 
question would be obsolete. 

z.b. nicht die skillsysteme abschaffen... n bissle mathcrafting sollte schon machbar sein... 

For example not remove the skill systems… A little mathcrafting should be posslibe… 

Quest-Items in einem 30 Spieler Dungeon an den Last Hitter verteilen ist Müll 

To give the quest items of a 30 player dungeon to the last hitter is stupid. 

Abwechslungsreichere Quests, keine Living-Story die verfällt, faire Addon-Politik, etwas gegen die "Meta-
Schlampen" 

More questvariety, no living story that expires, fair add-on policy, do something against the 
‘meta-bitches’ 

Wenn der Fokus damals nicht so extrem auf dem Itemshop von Runes of Magic gelegen hätte, lang 
versprochene Features bugfrei ins Spiel gebracht worden wären, die, wenn man dem Forum 
glauben darf, immernoch nur als Beta zugänglich sind. (Und das quasi seit fast dem Release! -> 
Belagerungskrieg) Sowie einfach insgesamt die Lieblosigkeit der Entwickler, was neue Updates 
anging, und die Unfähigkeit langzeit bekannte Bugs zu fixen immer mehr zum Vorschein kam.  
Insgesamt alles Dinge die Guild Wars 2, auch im Vergleich zu anderen größeren MMOs, deutlich 
besser macht. 

Gegen Goldkäufer hart durchgreifen müssen  und deren Strafen nach deren Shitstorm nicht 
aufheben sollen und nicht die Rechte der Hauptberuflichen GMs so zu beschneiden, dass sie nichts 
mehr machen konnten. 

- Größere Differenzierung zwischen den Schwierigkeitsgraden 
- Taktisch anspruchsvollere Bosse und Endgame-Content 
- Abschaffen der monatlichen Beiträge oder eine sehr starke Senkung selbiger 

Das letzte AddOn War schlecht durchdacht und langweilig/nervig. 
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-mehr Quests -einfacheren Level-Aufstieg -man musste Geld ausgeben für bessere Waffen 
-mehr Events, mehr Spieler, bessere Bekanntheit 

Blizzard hat unregelmäßig Ladder (Spielmodus mit Online Rangliste) Resets durgeführt. Meinen 
letzten habe ich um 1-2 Monate verpasst wegen einer Pause. Da hatte ich keine Lust noch mal von 
vorne anzufangen während andere schon gemaxt waren. Wäre ich rechtzeitig informiert worden, 
hätte ich wohl weiter gespielt. Die Pause habe ich gemacht weil das Ganze bei mir schon Sucht 
ähnliche Zustände angenommen hat, die Schule gelitten hat und ich einfach zu viel Zeit investiert 
habe. 

Das Grinden für Level wurde zu anstrengend. Und das höhere Level war für die Fortsetzung der 
Hauptstory nötig, hätte es mehr Aufgaben gegen, die das leveln mit Geschichte untermalt hätten 
oder ich einfach durch die Hauptquest im nötigen Level gelandet wäre, hätte ich das Spiel länger 
gespielt. 

nachdem ich gehackt wurde meine Items wiederherstellen. (Übrigens fehlen einige Punkte, z.B. 
Quests, Ich hasse Quests und es gab so gut wie keine in dem MMO was ich am meißten gespielt 
habe 

Table 14: Categorised player complaints 

VII. TABLES OF NON EXPLORATORY RESULTS 

 

Correlations 

 

How important is social 

interaction with other 

players to you? Please 

rate from 0 (is actually 

annoying) to 5 (is the 

most important thing for 

me) 

It just wasn’t 

fun anymore 

Kendall's 

tau_b 

How important 

is social 

interaction with 

other players to 

you? Please 

rate from 0 (is 

actually 

annoying) to 5 

(is the most 

important thing 

for me) 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

1,000 -,037 

Sig. (2-tailed) . ,390 

N 344 340 

It just wasn’t 

fun anymore 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

-,037 1,000 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,390 . 
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N 340 346 

Spearman's rho How important 

is social 

interaction with 

other players to 

you? Please 

rate from 0 (is 

actually 

annoying) to 5 

(is the most 

important thing 

for me) 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

1,000 -,049 

Sig. (2-tailed) . ,369 

N 344 340 

It just wasn’t 

fun anymore 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

-,049 1,000 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,369 . 

N 340 346 

Table 15: Correlation of social interaction with lack of fun of all respondents 

 
  

Correlations 

 Gender Age 

Not catchy 

anymore/I 

got bored 

Kendall's 

tau_b 

Gender Correlation 

Coefficient 

1,000 ,030 -,015 

Sig. (2-tailed) . ,533 ,756 

N 368 368 346 

Age Correlation 

Coefficient 

,030 1,000 -,101* 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,533 . ,024 

N 368 368 346 

Not catchy 

anymore/I got 

bored 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

-,015 -,101* 1,000 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,756 ,024 . 

N 346 346 346 

Spearman's rho Gender Correlation 

Coefficient 

1,000 ,032 -,017 

Sig. (2-tailed) . ,534 ,757 

N 368 368 346 

Age Correlation 

Coefficient 

,032 1,000 -,123* 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,534 . ,022 
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N 368 368 346 

Not catchy 

anymore/I got 

bored 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

-,017 -,123* 1,000 

Sig. (2-tailed) ,757 ,022 . 

N 346 346 346 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Table 16: Correlation of age gender and boredom of all respondents 

 

 
 


